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A South African national serviceman recounts becoming a soldier and an ensuing David-and-
Goliath face-off against Angolan armed forces in 1987.The climactic death-throes of Soviet
Communism during the 1980s included a last-gasp attempt at strategic franchise expansion in
southern Africa. Channeled through Castro’s Cuba, oil-rich Angolan armed forces (FAPLA)
received billions of dollars of advanced weaponry and thousands of armored vehicles. Their
intent: to eradicate the US-backed Angolan opposition (UNITA), then push southwards into
South Africa’s protectorate SWA/Namibia, ostensibly as liberators.1985 saw the first large-scale
mechanized offensive in southern African history. Russian Generals planned and oversaw the
offensive but didn’t account for the tenacity of UNITA (supported by the South African Defense
Forces, SADF) or the rainy season. The ‘85 offensive floundered in the mud, and FAPLA
returned to their capital Luanda. The South Africans stood down, confident their “covert” support
for UNITA had demonstrated the folly of prosecuting war so far from home against Africa’s
military Superpower. However, they were mistaken. Fidel and FAPLA immediately redoubled
their efforts, strengthening fifteen battalions with even more Soviet hardware while Russian and
Cuban specialists oversaw troop training.As Cuban and Angolan fighter pilots honed their skills
over the skies of Northern Angola, David Mannall, a normal seventeen-year-old kid completing
high school, was preparing for two years of compulsory military service before beginning Tertiary
education. Through a series of fateful twists, he found himself leading soldiers in several full-
scale armored clashes, including the largest and most decisive battle on African soil since World
War II.This is a David and Goliath story that has never been truthfully told. The author reveals
how Charlie Squadron, comprising just twelve 90mm AFVs crewed by thirty-six national
servicemen, as part of the elite sixty-one Mechanized Battalion, engaged and effectively
annihilated the giant FAPLA 47th Armored Brigade in one day—3 October 1987. Their 90mm
cannons were never designed as tank-killers, but any assurances that it would never be used
against heavy armor were left in the classroom during the three-month operation and never
more starkly than the decisive “Battle on The Lomba River.” The Communist-backed offensive
died that day along with hundreds of opposition fighters.47th Brigade survivors abandoned their
remaining equipment, eventually joining the 59th Brigade in what became a full-scale retreat of
over ten thousand soldiers to Cuito Cuanevale. The myth perpetuated by post-apartheid
politicians goes something like this: “The SADF force that destroyed 47th Brigade on 3 October
numbered 6,000 men and that all the hard yards were run by the long-suffering UNITA!” The
inconvenient truth is that there were just 36 South African boys on the frontline that day, but it is
also true to say they would never have achieved such a stunning victory without the support of
many more. This is their story.
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The climactic death-throes of Soviet Communism in the 1980’s included a last-gasp attempt at
strategic franchise expansion in Southern Africa. Funnelled through Castro’s Cuba, oil-rich
Angolan armed forces (FAPLA) received billions in advanced weaponry and thousands of
armoured vehicles.As a consequence 1985 saw the first large-scale mechanised offensive in
Southern African history. Russian Generals led this operation but without properly accounting for
the tenacity of UNITA (supported by South African Defence Force – SADF), or the treacherous
terrain typical in a sub-tropical rainy season. The ’85 offensive floundered in the mud, but
despite this Fidel and FAPLA redoubled their efforts by strengthening fifteen Brigades with yet
more Soviet hardware while Russian, East German and Cuban specialists conducted troop
training.At about the same time David Mannall, a 17-year old completing High School, was
doing nothing at all to prepare for two years compulsory military service, but through a series of
fateful twists and turns ends up leading soldiers in a number of full-scale armoured clashes
including arguably, the largest and most decisive, battle on African soil since World War II,
certainly in southern African history.Their 90mm cannons and medium skinned Armoured
Personnel Carriers were not designed as Tank-killers, though any assurances these boys would
never engage heavy armour were left in the classroom during their three-month deployment to
Angola, and never more so than at the historically decisive ‘Battle on the Lomba’.Now, after 25
years in the dark, the author lifts his crew commander’s hatch on his incredible story of how the
elite 61 Mechanised Battalion, came to engage, and effectively destroy, a Tank-hardened
mechanised giant, 47th Armoured Brigade, in a single day.Survivors abandoned their vehicles
and positions, fleeing north across the Lomba river in disarray, kick-starting the wholesale retreat
of three further Brigades in theatre, inviting the South Africans to chase; enemy back to their
original staging point at Cuito Cuanevale some 120km North.A myth preferred by post-Apartheid
politicians goes something like this “ … the SADF force that destroyed 47th Brigade on 3
October 1987 numbered 6,000 and the hard yards were gained by UNITA forces.”The
inconvenient truth is … 61 Battalion comprising fewer than 300 combat soldiers lined up for
battle that day. In the vanguard, twelve vehicles crewed by 36 boys, on the flank, eight vehicles
crewed by 24 more. Together this small fighting unit held, and then smashed a significantly more
powerful opposition force and possibly even hastened the demise of the USSR.A real-life David
versus Goliath epic.Born in Dorset, England in 1968, the author’s family immigrated to South
Africa later that same year. The sub-tropical climate of KwaZulu Natal ensured a childhood spent
mostly outdoors building forts in nearby pine-forests or swimming in the Indian Ocean.Like most
conscripts, David joined the army because he was required to do so by law, the alternative, four
years in Police Force or prison for conscientious objectors, held little appeal. In 1986, he joined
thousands of other boys ‘doing their bit’ for their country.Selected for Armoured Corps Officer
training he excelled in most areas of military life except perhaps, discipline.Demoted for going
off-base during training attracted the ire of commanders who dispatched him to remote border



outpost ‘Omuthiya’ for 12 months. His experiences with 61 Mechanised Battalion shaped his
view on the world and true potential of humanity, for good and evil alike.Following his wartime
experience David embarked on a destructive journey of ‘self-discovery’, constantly questioning
the status-quo, re-examining life and societal norms through the steely eyes of a government-
trained and ‘legally’ sanctioned killer.25 years after the guns fell silent he finally began to
confront his incredible experience of National Service.This is that story.David and his wife
Andrea currently live in London, England with their two children, Jessica and Luke.Helion &
Company Limited26 Willow RoadSolihullWest MidlandsB91 1UEEnglandTel. 0121 705 3393Fax
0121 711 4075Email: info@helion.co.ukWebsite:Twitter: @helionbooksVisit our blogPublished
by Helion & Company 2015Designed and typeset by Bookcraft Limited, Stroud,
GloucestershireCover designed by Paul Hewitt, Battlefield Design ()Printed by Henry Ling
Limited, Dorchester, Dorset, 2014. Reprinted with additionsand amendments 2015Text © David
Mannall MMM, 2015 except Appendix © Maj Gen (Ret) Roland deVries, SD, SM,
MMMPhotographs © as individually creditedMaps © Johan Schoeman and George
AndersonBritish Library Cataloguing-in-Publication Data.A catalogue record for this book is
available from the British Library.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in aretrieval system,or transmitted, in any form, or by any means, electronic,
mechanical,photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the express written consent of Helion
&Company Limited.For details of other military history titles published by Helion & Company
Limitedcontact the above address, or visit our website: .We always welcome receiving book
proposals from prospective authors.I would like to dedicate the second edition of this book to my
loving wife Andrea, daughter Jessica and son Luke.In memory of my loving mother Elizabeth
Mannall.Sean Renard, for his invaluable input.I hope the content of this second edition
continues to honour the sacrifice of those from both sides who gave so much, both living and
deceased.To all boys who ‘did their bit’ for their country, to 61 Mechanised Battalion Group and
particularly, the lads of Charlie Squadron ‘87.We were warriors!ContentsList of PhotographsList
of PlatesList of MapsAuthor’s NoteIntroduction – The Beginning1Basic Training2Phase 2, Junior
Leaders’ Officer Training3Junior Leaders’ NCO Training461 Mechanised Battalion Group,
Omuthiya5The Omuthiya Special6Infantry Kill7Communication Operations8Don’t fly
Virgin9Bittersweet10Operation Moduler (Modular)11Midnight in Mavinga12Battle Group Alpha
and the 21st Brigade13Skeletons in the Closet14Battle Group Alpha and the 47th
Brigade15Bootlaces16The Battle on the Lomba17Mission Accomplished18Floats like a
Butterfly, Stings like a Bomb19The Rumble in the Jungle and the 16th Brigade20The Day of the
ElephantAppendicesICharlie Squadron 1987 – 61 Mechanised Battalion GroupIIHistory of 61
Mechanised BattalionList of Photos1 Olifant Mach1b disembarks her low-loader at De Brug
training ground. Family day at the end of training year. (Jenny Mannall)2 Open day – Me
demonstrating 60mm Ratel to proud families. (Graham Mannall)3 Eland 60 armoured car
(Noddy) on show at Family day. (Elizabeth Mannall)4 One of a series of FAPLA propaganda
pamphlets found across the front like confetti, spread by airburst artillery shells, designed



specifically to strike fear in a conscript’s heart. Courtesy Craig Hagan.5 Owamboland terrain.
(Barry Taylor)6 Permanent border base like Eenhana and Rundu. (Barry Taylor)7 20mm
gunner tightens his belt before getting down to business. (Warren Millward)8 Tyre exchange.
The rare use of our Echelon’s crane removed backache hauling massive spare tyre onto Ratel
roof from ground level. (Len M. Robberts)9 Bloubaan (Blue Range) training area north of
Omuthiya, Ratel 90mm integrated with 20mm Alpha Company during attack exercise. (Len M.
Robberts)10 Contemplating the behemoth. (Barry Taylor)11 Back to Basics. (Sheldon
Victor)12 Time for fun on Comm-ops, Owamboland, an hour after this was captured, the
vehicle on the right lay stranded on its side after rolling during handbrake-turn training
(unsanctioned of course). (Martin Bremer)13 Owambo homestead. (Barry Taylor)14 Kuka
shop in Owamboland. (Barry Taylor)15 Midmar dam, the night Queen V called. (David
Mannall)16 From R-L O’Connor, Frenchie, Fraser and myself, providing 61 Mech with some
cross-dressing entertainment. The Omuthiya mess hall was converted for the stage show.
Wayne Fraser excellently played the part of husband to a dress-wearing wife (me) clearly over-
excited to be among so many fit young men. Wayne can be seen struggling to contain my
‘provocative’ exuberance. (David Mannall)17 Charlie Squad boys boys are put to work at the
grill by knife-wielding O’Connor at the Omuthiya Steakhouse. Colin van Aswegen (far right)
wrestling with a Lion, is working hardest of all. (Len M. Robberts)18 The 61 Mech column en
route Bittersoet. (Len M. Robberts)19 Desert convoy. View over the spare tyre on Ratel roof.
(Barry Taylor)20 61 Mech – Charlie Squad (3-series) vehicles can be seen among the massed
mechanised force preparing for inspection parade while awaiting final orders. (Len M.
Robberts)21 Camping in the relatively civilised Rundu-Bittersoet area awaiting the “Go”
command. (Len M. Robberts)Map: Angola and Northern Namibia (SWA) detailing Lomba river
region – SE Angola. FAPLA reached Lomba, held their position there until getting knocked back
into the pocket and then later harried back to Cuito Cuanevale. Map courtesy Johan Schoeman
at22 Golf Battery’s awesome G5 cannons ready for departure into Angola – very conspicuous
even before they began belching 155mm projectiles at marathon range. (Len M. Robberts)23
Charlie heading north to the frontline. (Len M. Robberts)24 Charlie crews take a quick break
from the northward trek toward the Lomba. (Len M. Robberts)25 The terrain and visibility
begins to worsen the deeper we move into Angola. (Barry Taylor)26 Cpl Venter tucks into a
hearty rat pack meal while jealously guarding his prized jar of Mrs Ball’s chutney. (Len M.
Robberts)27 Three zero (30) Alpha crewman du Toit takes shelter in his foxhole while MiG’s
circle overhead. (Len M. Robberts)28 Lomba River Shona (flood plain), deceptively deadly, a
vehicle could drop into soft/soggy terrain become stranded and fully exposed to enemy
positions. (Len M. Robberts)29 Cpl Rossouw scouting a structure which remained intact at the
UNITA logistics base initially captured by forward elements of 21st Brigade before getting
knocked back by Battle groups Bravo and Charlie in various actions between 8 and 13
September. Structures like these were set alight to assist failed night recovery. (Len M.
Robberts)30 Charlie Squad’s cover boys get up close and personal with a recently retired



Russian tank. (Len M. Robberts)31 Squad leader 2nd Lt O’Connor offers me a fly swatter the
day after our first attack on 47th Brigade. (Len M. Robberts)32 There were often calls for some
minor injury or other. L/Cpl Cragg the Medic attends James Sharp, at gunpoint. Bombardier Mc
Cormack looks on while cheeky Rueben Linde gets close to camera. (Martin Bremer)33 61
Charlie launches an 81mm mortar through a ‘sunroof’ Ratel. (Anthony de Robillard)34 3
October 1987 61 Mech tac map at battle start. Map courtesy Johan Schoeman at35 Ops
Medic and his tool kit. (Barry Taylor)36 31 Charlie ‘shooting in’ her gun-sight the proper way
near Mavinga. (Martin Bremer)37 Pretorius celebrates with a rare feast of wet rations. (Len M.
Robberts)38 Foxhole. Room for two in there? (Len M. Robberts)39 Storey, Pretorius and du
Toit on 30 Alpha, chilling under cammo following a long night in the saddle. (Len M.
Robberts)40 Willemse, Coetzee and Linde bak bal (bake balls – chillin) in the Angolan bush.
(Martin Bremer)41 31 Alpha – crewmen Dries Rheeder, Cpl Sievert Wiid (who replaced Venter)
and charismatic driver Gert Niemand. (Martin Bremer)42 Gunner Mackinnon standing in one
of two MiG-made craters at ground zero on 8 October. (Len M. Robberts)43 1000 yard stare
already evident among Charlie’s boys after the loss of Frikkie de Jager the previous day. (Len M.
Robberts)44 Trying new gas masks for size. These were delivered after intelligence reports
warned of possible further chemical warfare attacks. (Len M. Robberts)45 Bremer enjoying
one of the luxuries afforded us on our break from the frontline. (Len M. Robberts)46 Hanging
out with (protecting) G6 cannons towards the end of tour. They clearly weren’t firing at this
moment. (Len M. Robberts)47 61 Mech boys enjoy the live music and first female sighting at
demobilisation. (Len M. Robberts)48 First day of demobilisation – I look somewhat the worse
for wear centre of image. (Len M. Robberts)49 Coming back over the Okavango river near
Bagani in the Caprivi strip after Ops Modular. Gert Niemand has the biggest grin on his bearded
face – he certainly earned it! Left of shot Len Robberts can be seen taking the last of his series
of war photos. (Martin Bremer)50 Carol and Jenny pleased to get bro back from war, but they
had no idea what we’d seen and done. (Elizabeth Mannall)List of PlatesSome of Charlie’s boys
enjoying a few beers listening to U2. Just a typical night circa June 1987 at 61 Mech. (Photo
Warren Adams). Standing from left to right: Kurt (Stompie) Oelofse (gunner 33, injured 3
October), Warren Adams (gunner 33A), Dave Chester (Logistics driver), Gary Pearman-White
(gunner 33C, seriously injured during MiG attack on 8 October), Glen Woodhouse (driver 33,
seriously injured on 3 October), Wayne Fraser (echelon Sergeant and former crew commander
of ill-fated 33C. Seated: Frikkie (Bees) De Jäger (driver 33C, killed in action 8 October 1987),
Raymond Clark (driver 33B)Gunnery training at School of Armour. The 90mm turret atop the
‘Noddy’ car. (School of Armour)1st pass out after Basic Training. (Elizabeth Mannall)Part way
through Officer training. (Elizabeth Mannall)Back home – Alive! (Graham Mannall)2nd LT Hind
(KIA) (call-sign 33) in command of King Tiger as our convoy hogs the highway. (Len M.
Robberts)Owamboland desert convoy from the Sergeant Major’s perspective. (Barry
Taylor)View from the 90mm turret as 53 Battalion Assault Pioneers (Storm Pioneer) mine one of
the richest seams of subterranean explosive material in the world. (Barry Taylor)Innocent victim



of Angola’s long civil war. Ratels; 101 Battalion. (Barry Taylor)UNITA fighters take up the lead in
preparation for Battle Group Alpha’s very first attack on FAPLA. (Len M. Robberts)UNITA
106mm recoilless anti-tank unit moving past us during a stop. (Len M. Robberts)Battle planning
and operational update deep in Angola. (Len M. Robberts)Charlie Squadron on the move. (Len
M. Robberts)An enemy logistics vehicle feels HEAT as Charlie Squad move into the Chambinga
Highlands near Cuito Cuanavale. (Martin Bremer)View through the commanders’ cupola during
an attack on 49th Brigade, the thick glass made target finding extremely challenging in the
dense forest. (Len M. Robberts)Tired after a long day in the saddle. (Anthony de Robillard)L/
Cpls Donald Brown, James Sharp with Trooper vd Merwe. (Martin Bremer)Treacherous travelling
through wet season conditions, note the vehicle column has cut deep furrows in the mud. (Len
M. Robberts)The Brigade bell liberated from the 47th following their capitulation on 3rd Oct
1987. Fittingly, it now forms a centrepiece to the Hind Memorial at the Johannesburg War
Museum. (Martin Bremer)31 Charlie destroyed and burned out following 8 October MiG strike.
(Len M. Robberts)Charlie Squadron and the Assault Pioneer Platoon. This photo was hastily
taken circa 10 October ‘before we lost more guys’. (Len M. Robberts)Olifant tank joins the party
in November. (Martin Bremer)Gunner holds two 90mm rounds while being reminded of the price
of poor gunnery. (Barry Taylor)This may be after drinking the Omuthiya Special. Cpl Venter and I
getting chummy with Assault Pioneer LT Len Robberts standing on right. (Len M.
Robberts)Survivor. Angolan grime scrubbed away on our final day at Omuthiya. Posing at the
NCOs’ tent, our bedroom on base. (Dave Mannall)List of MapsIn colour sectionMap 1 First clash
against 21st Brigade at the Lomba crossing: 9/10 September 1987. (George Anderson, adapted
with permission from Johan Schoeman at )Map 2 The destruction of 47 Brigade: 3 October
1987. (George Anderson, adapted with permission from Johan Schoeman at )Map 3 The
massive attack by 4 SAI and the Olifant squad on 16th Brigade – 9 November 1987. (George
Anderson, adapted with permission from Johan Schoeman at )Map 4 Final attacks of Operation
Modular 25/26 November 1987. (George Anderson, adapted with permission from Johan
Schoeman at )Author’s NoteSoldiers throughout the ages have engaged enemy forces in mortal
combat on the field of battle, sometime in small, insurgency type actions, sometimes in much
larger, more ‘organised’ battles.Historians readily record details pertaining to most major
conflicts, while the public at large are relatively well acquainted with facts relating to world wars
or those regional conflicts relevant to them.Each war, battle or skirmish is doubtless peppered
with amazing accounts of survival, commitment and bravery by participants from all tiers of the
military food-chain. The overwhelming majority of these exploits remain forever untold and
similarly I had no reason to think my experience of war in Angola would ever be told. In fact, the
historical account of Charlie Squadron’s contribution, specifically to the destruction of 47th
Brigade, is sorely inadequate, recorded by people who, at best, were near, but not on the front
line that day.Like most veterans, exposing battle scars doesn’t come easily. As a young man in
my 20’s and 30’s, I struggled to communicate my experiences and, truthfully, to even find an
audience who took my story at face value. So I came to realise how difficult it is for a listener to



comprehend a story about something so far outside any normal sphere of experience despite
being so vivid, real and painful for the storyteller. It was easier to adopt the well worn phrase,
‘don’t mention the war’.By the time I hit my 40s I’d pretty much let the story go, and might
mention to a new friend that I was once in combat in a country called Angola and worse, had lost
comrades in battle. “Where is Angola?” was usually the only question asked before the
conversation moved on to more current affairs.And then a number of things happened in 2011
that led to this publishing deal with Helion which has finally brought these words to your
attention. It was a tumultuous year for my family to say the least.Since the global financial
downturn in 2008/09 I was struggling to find regular employment as a Civil Servant in London
and, to be completely candid, I’m not a very good ‘yes man’, preferring to take the most
expedient course to achieve results rather than constraining myself too much with burdensome
red tape and ineptocracy.In February 2011, Mom and Dad called me from their home in Durban
with very disturbing news. Mom was experiencing some form of paralysis in her right foot. I had
been away from home for more than 20 years and the folks never once called to alert me of their
ailments so I immediately knew this was serious. Mom had just turned 68 but had the energy of a
woman half her age and had been considering running her fifth Comrades’ Marathon, a gruelling
90km ultradistance run but still some 70km shorter than her longest marathon accomplishment,
the gruelling ‘Washie 100’ – that’s 100 miles!Mom endured a battery of tests and scans, each in
turn eliminating from a list of very nasty ailments but, at the same time leaving fewer, more
dreadful potential prognosis.Within a month the truth was revealed: Motor Neurone Disease
(MND), a condition for which there is neither cure, nor known cause.People often cite genius
Oxford physicist Stephen Hawking (The Theory of Everything) as the most famous sufferer of
MND: “he’s lasted decades”, they say, but the harsh reality is that Stephen survives by
mechanically assisted respiration and most MND sufferers have 2-to-5 years from first onset of
the disease. Mom never wanted to be kept alive by mechanical means and got much less time
than the average, although we believe the disease had been blocking her motor neurone activity
for at least a year before a formal diagnosis was made at the end of March. This was a
devastating shock to Mom, as it must be for anyone afflicted with a terminal illness, my Dad’s
world came crashing in around him.In April, I started hurting the credit cards, booked a snap
vacation for the family (a seldom recognised benefit of flexible unemployment) and made
preparations, including a sincere attempt to relocate back to South Africa, to enjoy time with my
folks and provide support in my mother’s final years. Mom always said, “I sent my son to the
army; he never came back … ”In many ways this was true and I really wanted to reconnect with
her while we still had time.Before leaving for South Africa, my wife Andrea began researching
the heck out of MND, while I tapped into my Civil Service contacts and procured a suitcase full
of equipment and adaptations to assist Mom maintain her independence for as long as possible
while the debilitating disease conspired to shut down neural pathways to her muscle
fibres.Explaining to Air France the need to transport a wheelchair, without incurring cost, was
going to be tricky so, for expediency, I pretended to be temporarily mildly disabled while in the



airport. My wife and kids family had to keep their supporting role going longer than intended
when our A380 failed to arrive from New York (due to a minor accident) which meant a 12 hour
delay and more time in the wheelchair getting pushed about by kids.While gathering this
equipment and information ahead of our trip home my friend Michael Sprosson, who’d also lost
his mother to MND, told me a great regret of his was that he’d never kept a record during his
mother’s five-year battle to the death. “Make sure you get some video footage and hey, why don’t
you write a blog?” he suggested.Michael’s words struck a chord. I rushed out, bought a state-of-
the-art 3D video camera and resolved to get writing a blog – something I’d never done before.
The last time I kept a diary was when forced to do so during a six-week holiday to Europe as a
fifteen-year-old kid in 1983.Writing reports for local government had always been a drudge but in
writing the blog, I relished the opportunity to offload some of the daily dread and disease
milestones during the four-weeks with my mother. I named the blog ‘A month with Mom’ and
received warm, positive feedback on my style of writing. This was something of a surprise but I
didn’t take much notice because these were friends or acquaintances and they were probably
moved by the sheer emotion of my mother’s dramatic and dreadful decline toward death.I won’t
belabour the story of my mother’s illness. She passed away peacefully less than seven months
later on 1 November, but the journey, her passage from this world, was more gruelling a battle
than any I’d experienced in war, her final few weeks a living hell of biblical proportion.My family
were all deeply affected by the journey, none more so than my father, but during that time we had
little choice but to dig in the trenches to provide whatever cover and relief possible from an
invisible merciless enemy.One morning in early October of that year, my wife and I made a
disturbing discovery during a phone call with my folks. On learning that critical equipment Mom
needed to assist her failing lungs was being held up by incompetence and red tape I booked the
next available budget flight to SA and within hours was en route Heathrow via Cairo.
Unfortunately Egypt was having problems of its own and cancelled the onward flight, causing a
tense 24-hour delay. By the time I walked into my parents’ home, Mom was gasping for breath
like a fish out of water and totally immobile with the exception of a weakened left hand.With my
sister Carol’s assistance, I returned to combat for the first time in a quarter century; it really felt
that intense. Mom needed round-the-clock care and as soon as we got the machine to support
her lungs (not mechanical respiration) she began to drown in her own phlegm because she had
become too weak to expectorate (cough). I was constantly on alert, suction machine at the
ready.The ensuing combat-level exhaustion combined with adrenaline in a way that reminded
me of the crazy days at war. Unfortunately I was also in the middle of a precious, time-limited
work assignment and only able to take 10 days off before returning to complete the writing and
presentation of some irrelevant report.The reality on the ground was that without my constant
vigilance, Mom would not get a satisfactory level of care and furthermore, she had
understandably grown fearful of drowning, so I asked my wife Andrea to fly out and relieve me.
Admirably, after just a 24-hour handover, she stepped into the combat zone armed only with
courage and a crash course in MND intensive care.I said tot-siens (goodbye) to Mom, fairly



confident I’d be back before the very end because the whole family was scheduled to be in
Durban just three-weeks later, on 11/11/11, for my folks’ 45th wedding anniversary.It didn’t work
out like that.Two weeks later, following an urgent call from Andrea on 31 October, I once again
jumped on the first plane heading to SA (this time a direct flight). As the Virgin flight touched
down in Johannesburg, I switched on my mobile phone. Within seconds it rang, it was Andrea.
She asked where I was and then said, “Say goodbye to your mom, she’s dying now …”Sitting
among strangers who were rushing to gather bags from overhead lockers in that unique traveller
ritual where we rush to stand up as soon as the seatbelt light is extinguished before waiting
minutes for the narrow aisle ahead to clear, I whispered my goodbyes …Telling her over and
over how much I loved her but unsure if Mom was even cognisant. I wanted her to hear me
before she slipped away. Then, about minute later, Andrea came back on the line: “She’s gone
Dave, I’m so sorry … ”Admittedly, I was a bit of a mess going through passport control and when
making a booking for the onward flight to Durban.Selfishly I’d imagined she’d be able to stay
long enough to say totsiens one more time.Seven months and it was over.In a way, I was
thankful the dreadful ordeal ended sooner rather than later because incarceration in that
disease-ravaged, broken body was a living hell from which Mom always knew that her untimely
death would be the only respite.Witnessing Mom’s immense bravery, courage and faith
throughout her illness inspired me to revisit my own ordeal at war in 1987 and so I joined a
number of social media sites for South African Army veterans where I encountered a number of
former comrades, notably Jaco Swanevelder. Jaco warmly welcomed me back into the
brotherhood of 61 Mechanised Battalion, the unit I proudly served during my second year of
National Service and with whom I joined battle, deep in Angola.I took some comfort reading
other accounts of army training, experiences and days at war, having never previously read
anything on the Angolan conflict. And then, I came across a photo that turned my blood cold.
The image was of a guy standing in a bomb crater just in front of one of our bombed and burned-
out Ratel 90 Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs). The person who posted the photograph
wanted to know if anyone had any background info. The scene, captured by Len Robberts a
former comrade-in-arms, was exactly as I remembered it on that fateful day on 8 October 1987
when most of Charlie Squadron narrowly escaped death during an accurate aerial
bombardment. Unfortunately, we didn’t all survive the bombing physically uninjured so the event
itself is forever seared in my memory. Consequently, I was able to ‘open up’ and recount in fairly
vivid detail the events leading up to the macabre scene depicted by the photograph.My account
of that incident stimulated a surprising amount of interest; people asked if I had any other
stories, I did.Social media groups are understandably sceptical of crazy, or extreme, war stories
because it seems there are some guys willing to create stories of derring-do despite never
having been in combat, but I had been, so I pushed on, confident that my truth would be backed
up by Squad mates when they found their way to the social media.Then I took the next step and
published a few chapters online receiving 5,000 ‘hits’ in three weeks!The last time I’d had more
than 5,000 of anything was the severance pay I accepted when a former employer erroneously



sacked me for trying to discipline a sleg (lazy) staffer. Now people were suggesting I ‘turn these
essays into a book’. Someone offered the name of a British publisher with an interest in the
Angolan ‘Bush’ War who, on the second time of asking, agreed to publish this story.It’s
staggering and surreal to have been afforded this opportunity and I’m deeply honoured to be
able to tell my story; a rare privilege which I intend to respect throughout my account of Battle on
the Lomba 1987.That battle, and my involvement in it, didn’t happen in isolation therefore I’ve
taken the liberty of telling most of what I recall about the journey that delivered me, and my
comrades, to that historic moment, and, as much as I can remember of the dark weeks that
followed when we chased a retreating enemy; a time when youthful exuberance was replaced by
something different altogether, somewhat at odds with the experience of mainstream
society.Unfortunately, I never recorded my thoughts, feelings and emotions during National
Service so the book focuses mostly on major events, actions and experiences, augmented by
anecdotes from a few fellow soldiers. I name individual contributors throughout but primarily tell
this story as I remember it.I’m sure there’s much forgotten during the intervening years, and quite
certain there are many individual stories or acts of valour, horror and humour not accounted for
here.The nature of warfare is such that in the heat of battle an individual soldier can’t know the
detail of what each combatant is doing to stay alive, let alone the actions of other units. Equally,
there are doubtless many amusing moments I’ve forgotten, and recollections of many physically
demanding or emotionally painful days have long since paled in significance as the major
memories of the intensity of war starved them of cranial air-time.I hope this book helps readers
to better understand war from a soldier’s perspective and that if he, or she, has lost a loved one
to conflict, that my account helps them in some small way to deal with the psychological
fallout.David Robert Mannall, MMMTake a community of Dutchmen of the type of those who
defended themselves for fifty years against all the power of Spain at a time when Spain was the
greatest power in the world. Intermix with them a strain of those inflexible French Huguenots,
who gave up their name and left their country forever at the time of the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes. The product must obviously be one of the most rugged, virile, unconquerable races ever
seen upon the face of the earth. Take these formidable people and train them for seven
generations in constant warfare against savage men and ferocious beasts, in circumstances in
which no weakling could survive; place them so that they acquire skill with weapons and in
horsemanship, give them a country which is eminently suited to the tactics of the huntsman, the
marksman and the rider. Then, finally, put a fine temper upon their military qualities by a dour
fatalistic Old Testament religion and an ardent and consuming patriotism. Combine all these
qualities and all these impulses in one individual and you have the modern Boer- the most
formidable antagonist who ever crossed the path of Imperial Britain. Our military history has
largely consisted in our conflicts with France, but Napoleon and all his veterans have never
treated us as roughly as these bard-bitten farmers with their ancient theology and their
inconveniently modern rifles. Look at the map of South Africa, and there, in the very centre of the
British possessions, like the stone in a peach, lies the great stretch of the two republics, a mighty



domain for so small a people. How came they there? Who are these Teutonic folk who have
burrowed so deeply into Africa? It is a twice-told tale, and yet it must be told once again if this
story is to have even the most superficial of introductions. No one can know or appreciate the
Boer who does not know his past, for he is what his past has made him.Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(author of Sherlock Holmes)Introduction“Charlie Squadron, we’re holding for artillery ‘ripple’
bombardment. Close all hatches!” Cloete’s clipped command crackled simultaneously in each of
the 12 crew commander’s headsets.I dropped into the turret, quickly pulling the dome-shaped
commander’s hatch shut above my head. There was nothing more to do than wait at the ready,
and pray that our incoming artillery ordinance was on target.We’d only once before used artillery
at such close quarters. These guys were shooting from ten, fifteen clicks away, sometimes much
further, so it had the potential to get a bit hairy. Deadly explosions so close to our front line we
couldn’t be certain if they were friendly or enemy bombs, but this was the nature of prosecuting
close-quarters combat in such densely forested terrain. Not an ideal playground for armoured
clashes.My crewmates and I waited in heavy silence for what seemed ages, but within two
minutes … that familiar whistling of incoming ordinance, the unmistakeable flash of exploding
munitions erupting no more than a few hundred metres ahead, and then the crump, crump,
thump as a few tons of high explosive shells detonated down-range.This was good!Dead-eye
mortar men, in concert with their long-range artillery and MRL (multiple rocket launcher)
counterparts, released a well orchestrated ripple of shock-and-awe onto enemy positions like
some kind of macabre fireworks display climaxing for three or four minutes, maybe longer.Then,
as quickly as it started, it was over. The forest fell silent once more; I opened and locked the
hatch above my head in its 90 degree ‘up’ position while re-evaluating the target area ahead. It
seemed quite a lot of forest foliage beyond our immediate tree line, had been stripped bare,
creating a sort of ‘no-man’s land’ clearing, across which opposing forces could, and would,
operate on this otherwise inauspicious day.A minute later, Charlie’s 12 crew commander’s
headsets barked back to life with Cloete’s unwelcomed command: “Charlie Squadron, move out
in formation … May God be with you all.” I wondered if God was conflicted about which side to
protect.I relayed the update to my crew, “okay boys this is it! Driver, let’s move out. Gunner,
prepare to fire.”Today, after 20 months of training, preparation, lesser battles and skirmishes
against a much larger, more powerful enemy, all the pieces of the monstrous mechanised
military jigsaw puzzle finally dropped into place.The stage had been set for THE Battle on the
Lomba, but of course we didn’t know this at the time because, after a month in the hot zone,
today’s battle was expected to be fairly similar to previous actions where contact was broken off
within an hour or so due to difficulty with visibility or that enemy positions were so well
entrenched. Digging them out would cost too many of our lives.It wasn’t always thus …THE
BEGINNINGAt 17 and three quarter years old, I might’ve been described as a fairly scrawny
baby-faced ‘late-developer’ on the day I turned up for my stint of National Service.In fact, at that
stage of life I was late for pretty much everything … Late for school, late handing in homework,
late getting dressed for church, late finding a girl for the final year [Matric] dance. Damn!The truth



is, even puberty arrived embarrassingly late for me. Age 17, I’d only recently begun scraping
sparse patches of wispy fluff off my baby face and my pube collection was more semi-arid
desert than the subtropical over-growth sported by some lads in my high school changing
rooms.Fuck! How did I get left so far behind? It was bad enough that we were being shipped off
to god-knows-where, worse still that some guys looked like men while I, still looked very much
boy!And what’s more, I was still a virgin!I know, you’re thinking, “what the hell does virginity have
to do with war and death?” But I felt that my limited hands-on experience of close-quarter
contact with the female kind was quite evidently and woefully inadequate in a man’s world,
what’s more it seemed inconceivable we should be prepared to lay down our lives, or take lives
for our country denied of this apparent human highlight.If pushed into a corner about my sexual
exploits, I could bluff and obfuscate a little, but knew my meagre knowledge of female workings
wouldn’t withstand much probing by those who’d actually ‘been there’.Finally, and this was
perhaps my greatest shortcoming as far as the army was concerned, though thankfully I was not
the only one so afflicted, I was an Engelsman (Englishman)! From Durban. Probably the very
worst combination of character flaws from the perspective of an Afrikaaner army
instructor.Afrikaaners were still a bit miffed at the comings and goings of the ‘arrogant’ British
Empire and by association, its subjects, for getting greedy in the 19th Century, reneging on land
treaties, and then sending ship-loads of redcoats to take back land it had previously given away
after realising just how valuable the gold-laden rocks were north of the Orange river, an area
known as The Highveld.Although this historic nastiness happened a century or so earlier, it had
led to some rather brutal conflicts between the two sides and the establishment of concentration
camps for wives and children of the less well equipped Boers—a colloquial Afrikaans word
meaning ‘farmer’ by which the original Dutch settlers had come to be known.Growing up in a
predominantly English neighborhood I’d been blissfully unaware some Afrikaaners were unable
to let these Colonial bygones be bygones. And then I discovered that Afrikaaners pretty much
ran and owned the modern South African military machine, it was hardwired in their DNA.So, on
my arrival to this modern day military machine I was a tad concerned my personal
‘shortcomings’ were to be like some unholy Trinity of flaws that increased my chance of being
singled out, teased, humiliated or opvokked (fucked up) by the bellowing army instructors who’d
just taken ‘ownership’ of us at the immaculately laid out, but intimidating, School of Armour
[Pantserskool], one of a number of high profile units based at the South African Army’s military
complex at Tempe, Bloemfontein.Bloemfontein [Flower-fountain] in bloom, South Africa’s fifth
largest city, was as beautiful as it was conservative.Situated in the heartland of Orange Free
State Province, Bloemfontein was possibly the most Afrikaans place in the world. Certainly it
was so in my limited experience.The stunning scenery of the region belied potentially savage
weather conditions. It is one of those areas that experiences extreme summer heat, as you’d
expect in Africa, but that also gets very cold during a short, sharp winter. In fact, the coming
winter (1986) would be my first African encounter of ‘the formation of ice outside a domestic
freezer’! This kind of cold, particularly at night-time is most unsuitable for a Durbanite.Concerns



regarding my ‘shortcomings’ were not, it seems, wholly unfounded. One of the intimidating,
muscular, and freakily moustachioed men singled me out for special attention. “Jy!” (You!), he
bellowed at me in Afrikaans.Shit! Clammy palm time!I realised with a shudder the tough guy was
shouting at me. What had I done wrong to get noticed so quickly? Had I moved a muscle while
standing to attention, had I marched poorly, or was this the curse of my unholy Trinity of failings
already blighting my two-year legally sanctioned National Service?Perhaps I’d just made the
wrong kind of eye contact with him. “Uhm yes, yes sir” I squeaked nervously.Moustache-man
tough guy immediately swelled up like a Puffer Fish, rage etching deep fissures across his sun-
hardened face!Obviously, in my ignorance, I’d given the wrong answer! His volcanic reaction to
my mumbled reply surely would not have been worse if I’d just dropped my army-issue brown
overalls and urinated on his magnificently polished size 10’s!He launched into a blistering tirade
which went something like this …“Hoekom praat jy met my in Engels piel-neus?” (Why are you
talking to me in English, dick-nose?) I got the distinct impression this was not meant as a
compliment.He went on, “Lyk ek vir jou soos n sag-piel Officier, jou klein kak!?” (Do I look like a
soft-cock officer to you, you little shit!?)I felt the blood drain from my face as I desperately tried to
calculate the magnitude of my mistake.If I’d had the magical powers of David Copperfield I
would have frikkin-well vanished right out of there in a puff-o-smoke but the enraged beast was
far from satisfied and I had nowhere to go. He continued, “ … ek is n Korporaal jou klein kak, sak
en gee vir my 20 push-ups!” (I’m a Corporal, you little shit, drop and give me 20 push-ups!)I
immediately dropped to the floor to perform the first of many thousands of punishment push-ups
during the coming year on ‘Junior Leader’ (JL) training.The Corporal helpfully counted, in
Afrikaans, demanding a quick, lactic-acid-inducing tempo. “Een, Twee, Drie … negetien, twintig.
Nou staan op!” (Now stand up!)Breathing hard, sweat beginning to run down my back, I stood to
attention. Through the fog of embarrassment at being singled out, I figured there were a number
of valuable lessons to be learned from this brief encounter.• One: The enraged beast’s rank
was that of ‘Corporal’ and he needed, nay insisted, to be addressed thus, and only in Afrikaans
language because, in truth, pretty much everything was conducted in Afrikaans – the army’s first
language but unfortunately, my extremely weak second language. Mom used to say, “ … David
your Afrikaans, at the age of four, when we lived in Port Elizabeth, was better then, than now age
17, why?” Fact is I’d had Afrikaans playmates back then, but since moving to a predominantly
English city (Durban, AKA; The Last British Outpost) Afrikaans was another one of the subjects
I’d never really troubled myself much with learning at school, but like everything else I’d
encountered in the past week, it paid to learn lessons pretty damn quick to improve my chances
of surviving the strictly enforced 24-month call-up unscathed – relatively speaking that is. But …
• Two: My understanding of spoken Afrikaans wasn’t as bad as I’d previously thought, though
the business of learning to speak the language fluently would require a combination of both time
and punishment.• Three: My scrawny 7th team rugby physique could just about manage 20
push- ups, but my pride wasn’t yet accustomed to the sense of shame at being singled out and
watched by my peers as I wiggled my way through the last few reps. It seemed I could’ve



prepared myself a little better for army life, and …• Four: The army-issue rule book we’d been
given a week ago, which clearly stated that swearing or foul language would not be tolerated in
the army was, it seemed, just a little inaccurate, on that one particular point, at least. This
begged the rather unsettling question: Which other army rules would be so glibly disregarded
during the next two years?I rejoined Bravo (B) Squadron, which consisted of 31 other boys who,
like me, had just been bussed to this place Tempe, a sprawling military base the likes of which
most of us had probably never imagined. It was like a small town, and home of (amongst others)
1 South African Infantry (1SAI), 1 Parachute Battalion (1Para) and School of Armour, which sat
atop the hill at Tempe like a colossus dominating the other Corps and quaint city below.This was
to be our home for the next eleven months, admittedly it was hard not to get drawn in by the
gravity of the environment and to feel a little bit proud of the place, the unit and especially the
Corps.Corporal Moustache seemed suitably satisfied he’d impressed his significant, and total,
authority over me, and it’s also fair to say I was still kukking myself [bricking it] when he stepped
forward, right up into my barely-started-shaving face, looked me up and down, and then shouted
over to his fellow non-commissioned officers (NCOs), “Haai, julle, die eene lyk soos Trinity” (Hey,
you guys, this one looks like Trinity.)I was stunned! How could he have possibly known about my
unholy Trinity of ‘flaws’?He looked back at me, his eyes softening for an instant as he asked in
pretty good, but thickly accented braying English, “Have you seen the movie ‘They call me
Trinity’ starring Terrence Hill?”Immediately I began trawling my academically inadequate
memory banks. Nothing!“Nnnn nee Korporaal” (No Corporal) I stammered, which was about all
the Afrikaans verbeage I could muster with any confidence at that moment. I hadn’t seen that
movie, hadn’t heard of the film, didn’t know what Terrence Hill looked like then, nor what he
might have looked like 15 years previously when he starred alongside Bud Spencer in that
series of ‘Spaghetti Westerns’ popular in the early 70’s.Anyway, I had no idea why it should
matter, nor if this apparent doppelganger was going to be an asset to aid my survival during
training, or a grindingly painful millstone with which I’d be lumbered?The Corporal called to his
fellow NCOs, still in English, pointed at me and said, ‘From now on this one will be known as
Trinity!’Satisfied, the Corporal lost interest in me and began haranguing a fellow
‘roofie’ (derogatory nickname for new conscripts) for being a bit over-weight, “ … en die eene is
sewe maaltye voor, en fyf kakke agter” (… and this guy is seven meals ahead, and five shits’
behind) he barked, much to the amusement of his fellow instructors.Admittedly, I also found this
obtusely observed physiological analysis of my fellow conscript quite amusing at the time, but
wouldn’t dare smirk or acknowledge the suffering of chubby guy for fear of eliciting further
unwanted attention from instructors.No, in the end, my first brush with our instructors could’ve
gone far worse than it did, plus, the 7-meal, 5-shits’ fat-gag firmly deflected attention onto the
other guy … for a little while at least.The Trinity nickname, coined by Corporal Moustache, stuck
with me throughout JL’s and into Angola and, secretly, I came to enjoy the reference to a
frustratingly laid-back, gun-slinging, womaniser who regularly arrived late but often contributed
to saving the day.My name is David Robert Mannall; just one of hundreds of thousands of white



boys conscripted to National Service during the 1960’s, 70’s, 80’s and early ’90’s in defence of
homeland and border security, primarily against the ever present threat of Communist
sponsored terrorism and, the worst case scenario, possible Communist-backed takeover.In the
army, English speaking lads were ‘affectionately’ referred to as ‘Soutie’, or ‘Soutpiel’, which
directly translated is ‘Salty’ or ‘Salt-Dick’ – a reference to us having one leg in England, the other
leg in South Africa with our collective penises dangling in the Atlantic Ocean.I grew up fairly
apolitical, didn’t pay much attention to current affairs but was aware that the differentiation of
respect/rights for people based on colour (Apartheid) didn’t seem fair, but like most white South
Africans couldn’t see a credible alternative which also ensured my country didn’t follow the
example of neighbouring Zimbabwe, which had rapidly been transformed from the breadbasket
of Africa, run by a racist white government (very bad), to one of Africa’s notable basket-cases,
run into the ground by a racist black government (apparently far more palatable to the
international community, many of whom had themselves been directly meddling in Africa for
centuries until getting their fingers burned in the oven of nationalist uprisings).At High School, as
the date loomed when we became legally required to make ourselves available for National
Service ‘call-up’, we heard rumour of some okes (guys) refusing to heed the call on moral or
religious grounds. Draft dodgers spent four years in jail which was, as it turned out, another great
incentive for patriotism.I was quite pleased they would do jail time, it seemed a nonsense to me
not to do your ‘bit’ for your country, for your society. To me it was simply Red and White, not
Black and White; the real and present danger posed by Communism was what I believed we
were defending ourselves from, but of course, there could be occasion where the Government
might call on the army to ‘quell’ civil uprising, but this was primarily to enforce a fire-break
between warring factions.Some guys legitimately postponed service by beginning Tertiary
education, which had some real benefits. The army treated graduates more like grown-ups,
sometimes even allowing these guys to gain additional experience in their chosen field if it suited
army requirements for example, Engineering, Mechanical and Medical degrees. The army
almost fell over itself in its haste to award these intellectual giants the highest possible rank
attainable during the two-years – ‘two-pip’ or full Lieutenant.I had absolutely no idea what career
options appealed, High School academia had not left me confident, or interested in learning
within a formal setting like university. And then there was the not insignificant matter of privately
funding Tertiary education to consider, it seemed unthinkable to me to blow my parents’ modest
savings on an expensive university education when I wasn’t even sure what course to study. The
options apparently available to me were either accountancy (boring) or law (not academically
equipped) and if neither of these happened I’d end up a Garbage collector or Postman, or so the
narrative went.Dad’s connections to the seafaring community meant that, with a few strings
pulled, I probably could’ve joined the Navy, but in a pique of teenage angst, I rejected his offer of
assistance and instead accepted the outcome of an IBM computer algorithm programmed
simply to alter the course of many young lives, some irrevocably.Truth is I could’ve ‘legitimately’
dodged the whole business of National Service by hitching a ride on a Boeing 747 back to



Heathrow. My folks had immigrated to South Africa months after I was born, partly for
employment opportunities and partly because of our family connection to the country: my mom
spent some of her childhood in King William’s Town and my maternal grandma (nee De Vos)
was South African going back quite a few generations, so my birth-right back in Blighty awaited,
should the need ever arise.My ‘Old Man’, displaced during World War II and permanently
separated from his baby sister, had a childhood further blighted at the age of five by the tragic
loss of his young mother to Cancer. Just as soon as legally able, aged 15, he joined the
Merchant Navy and worked his way up the officer ranks on ‘mail-ships’, between England and
South Africa, for Union Castle Line. By the mid 60’s, Union Castle began taking advantage of the
lucrative passenger market by offering ‘cruises’ on the three week journey between Cape Town
and Southampton.Fortuitously for my sisters and I, our mother’s favourite aunty stumped up the
cash (£21) so she could travel from South Africa via Southampton, and then overland to
Dumfries in Scotland to complete her midwifery training.Once aboard Pretoria Castle, the
attractive and lithesome 20-year old Elizabeth quickly came to the attention of a number of sea-
dog officers, including my Dad, and as fate would have it, by the time the crew conducted the
traditional ‘rites-of-passage’ ceremony to mark Equatorial crossing about 10 days into the
journey, my parents’ 47-year romance had begun taking its first fledgling footsteps.Within three
years of crossing the Equatorial divide together, they were married, and very shortly afterwards
Baby Carol arrived with a second kid (me) hot on her pink heels.My younger sister, Jennifer,
wouldn’t make her appearance for another four years, by which time we were well settled into
our Port Elizabeth home, but by time Junior school started Dad had taken promotion to Harbour
Pilot up the East coast at Durban.My sisters and I were raised to be net-contributors to society,
so it never really occurred to me to dodge National Service; back then it simply seemed the right
and proper thing ‘ … to do your bit for your country’. Without doubt, the IBM algorithm altered my
life and it’s certain that, had I done National Service as a ‘Swabby’ in the Navy, it would’ve been
tough in a few notably different ways.True, I probably never would’ve found myself staring down
the business end of a 100mm smoothbore fully operational Russian Main Battle Tank (MBT)
cannon but would’ve been taught to scuba-dive and face the ocean’s MBT, like Hammerhead
and Ragged-Tooth sharks, which probably would’ve been a lot more fun, certainly safer.For
some boys, the computer algorithm was either a ticket to two years ‘living it up’, intense hardship
or something in-between. For others, it was a death sentence, simple as that.This was, of
course, unknowable to us when, toward the end of our final year at high school, guys started
coming to class waving call-up papers naming places and bases previously unknown in my
world.It was happening; letters were being sent out for the next call-up, it was only a matter of
time ‘til my name got IBM dot matrixed onto perforated paper and folded by some ‘aunty’ …
unless, somehow, the papers went missing … rumours spread of guys mysteriously overlooked
by the system. Perhaps I could be one of those, if I got lucky, somehow?No such luck Private
Mannall!Two days later, I came home to find a small cheap-looking brown window-envelope
propped up against a vase on the dining room table. My name and a long number were



dreadfully evident in the plastic window. With racing pulse, I unceremoniously tore the envelope
open, whipped out the flimsy call-up papers and undid the Auntie’s folding, my calm expression
disguising heavy trepidation.But actually, my first reaction was one of rising excitement when I
saw the unit name – 2 Special Services Battalion (2SSB). Despite knowing nothing at all about
2SSB the name implied something quite important; ‘Special Forces’ perhaps? Scary, but at the
same time it hinted at thrilling possibilities, who wouldn’t want to be part of something important?
The very next thing that struck me was that 2SSB was located somewhere I’d hitherto never
known of, a place called Zeerust!“Mom, please grab the Atlas map of South Africa! Where, or
what, is Zeerust?”We easily found the name in the index – Zeerust was the very last name; and
the grid-reference located it close to the country’s northern border.I was deflated, “Jeez Ma”, I
moaned, “Could they have sent me any further from home? To a place so insignificant it was
given the very last name available to the committee in charge of naming places?”For a fun-
loving free spirit, this Zeerust dump I’d never heard of sounded like the arse-end of nowhere,
about as far from family, friends, the ocean and modernity as I imagined possible. Perhaps I’d
been a teenage tool for spurning the possible Navy deal.Vasbyt boetie (Hold tight young
brother), was the typical response to anything tough and army related – just get on with it, and
do your bit like everyone else.I reproached myself, why hadn’t I been paying more attention, but
it was too late for alternatives, the die was cast, my computer-gifted fate sealed. So, as did
thousands of other boys around the country, Mom and I went shopping for boot polish, padlocks
and parchment (for writing letters home).I ‘klaared-aan’ (checked-in) to the army January 1986,
still aged 17.On arrival at Natal Command we were strongly advised to remove any contraband
and send it home with our families. I wasn’t the contraband carrying type but still had a quick
look through the bag, perhaps to distract myself from the impending farewells.Saying goodbye to
the folks wasn’t as bad as I had expected, it probably helped being among hundreds of other
boys doing exactly the same thing. They say there’s safety in numbers, don’t they?Following a
brief presentation by the unit commander, we were loaded onto Troop transport vehicles and
taken to Durban’s central train station where we embarked a sleeper train for the journey to
2SSB.As it turned out the 36 hour jaunt to Zeerust was actually quite a jol (fun), the officers and
NCOs in charge were fairly rustig (chilled) and, with only one notable exception, mostly they left
us alone to chat in our six-berth cabins.Groups of guys who knew each other from school
crammed the train’s narrow corridors, others hung from windows whistling at anything remotely
female, or hurling abuse as befit the encounter.At about the same time, a guy called Jonas
Savimbi, a rebel leader in Angola was meeting with US President Ronald Reagan at the White
House, requesting and receiving his support with UNITA’s (National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola) long running battle for power against an increasingly Communist-
backed government.This historic meeting, it seemed, had no bearing whatsoever on the young
recruits crammed into the narrow-gauge train as it slowly clattered its way through the night and
into the following day, but for many of those boys Savimbi had just collected a piece of the
puzzle.The journey reminded me of equally long childhood train trips to my Uncle John’s farm in



the Karoo and, as then, it was impossible now not be awed as the landscape changed from one
of mountainous grandeur to wide-open expansive escarpment with seemingly never-ending
horizons as we steamed through some of South Africa’s most stunning scenery.Given the
relatively benign leadership on the train, and a growing sense of fate shared, the guys in my 6-
berth cabin quickly relaxed. Fledgling friendships formed, ribald teasing followed and it quickly
became apparent that any perceived weakness would be pounced upon, highlighted and
mercilessly exploited, a bit like high school but with nowhere to run at the end of the day. Early
on I was offered a great opportunity to enhance my credentials when some bloke asked me if I
knew what it was like to ‘trip on acid’.As if I knew!! But to save face I proceeded to fabricate a
cock-n-bull account of ‘tripping’ based only on snippets of anecdotal info acquired over the
years. This guy, Wentzel, was so excited by my account that he decided he wanted to ‘trip’ right
then and there. Not the brightest light on the train, he wondered if he could get acid directly from
a torch battery. I’d never heard of it but simply agreed with him and went on to concoct this
ridiculously convoluted idea that by sucking the positive terminal on a battery while holding an
index finger to the opposite end, he could draw out acid and experience a ‘trip’.He bought it,
hook, line and sinker! For about 20 minutes the crazy fool sucked on a triple-A battery!When he
still wasn’t getting a buzz we suggested finding a larger battery. Unsurprisingly, a quarter hour
later, it had still had no effect on him, so I suggested, “ … the batteries must be flat”, and he
believed it!!Truth was I knew nothing at all about drugs, not really. Tripping on acid was way off
my radar, I mean, I wouldn’t countenance taking a puff of a cigarette, let alone smoking Dagga
[Marijuana], which a few mates had already tried.No, in those days, I wanted nothing at all to do
with drug-taking, except for occasional alcohol binges, so I suppose alcohol was my drug of
choice during National Service, and that was cool, because pretty much everyone else did
it.After a couple stops to scoop up more young boys on the Zeerust express, we finally arrived at
the tiny town’s rusty train station, ordered to disembark onto the threadbare strip of poor excuse
for a platform.And then the shouting started.We were ordered to stand to attention and barked at
for what seemed like ages by some military heavyweight before eight large tarpaulin-covered
troop transport trucks arrived in convoy. Chocolate brown tailgates dropped open and for the first
time we practised the technique of hurriedly clambering aboard without face-planting the deck or
unforgiving steel-tube benches. The prime seats at the rear of the Samil 50’s were quickly
snapped up but even from my seat deep inside the truck it was apparent Zeerust had very little
to offer a boy looking for fun.Once again we were brought together in rather shabby formation, it
seemed some okes were not trying very hard to fall in line, behaving almost as if their call up to
the army was a joke, and what they certainly weren’t to be intimidated by military hierarchy. The
army had yet to show them the error of their ways.Roll-call followed further haranguing and then
we were allocated to large chicken-shed-like bungalows for processing.The following three or
four days involved some relatively light exercise, health screening and very brutal haircuts, but
mostly we spent our time queuing to fill in endless sheets of carbonated paper onto which we
signed away our lives in return for a few bits of army-issue threads, boots and fine-dining



equipment including water-bottle, cooking pots and the ubiquitous pik- stel (knife, fork, spoon
combo). We even signed for a large steel storage box called a ‘Trommel’ – not the sort of thing
anyone was likely to lose, it was hard enough just to carry the thing empty back to our bungalow,
some guys even had to buddy up!So much of it was alien to me, meeting blokes from across the
country, some with very different accents and backgrounds, people I’d never imagined
existed.Some guy taught me my first important survival skill, how to make free calls by gluing
cotton thread to a ten cent coin, or using metal clips to connect two wires that had been exposed
from the public payphone outside our bungalow.Meal times quickly became a popular interlude
to our day; breakfast often included fried eggs, which was a bonus because we seldom got eggs
for brekkie at home, though admittedly the eggs at home never had a blue tinge about them!
Boxes of Ouma rusks made the large urns of sweet tea we got twice a day quite a crowd
pleaser.Most guys in the bungalow got on together quite well, I was making new friends, and the
punishments weren’t as bad as people had made out. So it seemed this forced army-thing
wasn’t gonna be so bad after all.Then, just as the tsunami of carbonated paper subsided, the
entire cohort of four hundred, or so, new Troopers (the name given to soldiers at bottom rung of
Armoured Corps) were called to attention on the parade ground in front of a cabal of big cheese
officers including Colonel T. Beyleveldt, Officer Commanding School of Armour.The Colonel told
us he’d come up from Bloemfontein to find the best among us to become Junior Leaders,
bringing with him yet another tsunami of carbon paper. Beyleveldt proceeded to deliver a rousing
speech in which he described the pride of being part of the South African Armoured Corps
(SAAC) and why we should strive to do our very best for God, country and self during the
coming two years.Admittedly, for me anyway, it was quite a rousing speech, and the possibility of
becoming a Tank commander was mentioned, dispelling any lingering thoughts I might’ve had of
forgoing any opportunity to achieve the best I could during service, unlike some guys in the
bungalow who said stuff like: “kak man, why sign up for even more of this army bullshit, that’ll
only give these bastards more excuse to fuck us around … ”The following three days involved a
battery of tests, interviews and questionnaires on ‘Selection’ course. In the end it would’ve been
disappointing not to have been offered assignment to a different unit, any unit other than the one
I was at, surely there could be no more remote location than Zeerust, other than Siberia
perhaps?It seemed, wherever I got posted, it could only be an improvement on the status quo,
and then there was the big carrot on offer – Junior Officer training (AKA junior leader or JL
training). This was an opportunity to rise above the crowd a little, maybe get treated better, for
example officers and NCOs ate most meals on china plates rather than the stamped-steel army
issue mess-hall vark- panne (pig-plates) so loved by army’s and prisons.So a week after leaving
Durban we were called to the parade ground for the umpteenth time. Names were called and
‘successful’ candidates told to hand back most of their recently issued kit (cue yet another paper
tsunami), before being loaded onto buses and transferred to a number of onward bases for
Basic Training.School of Armour’s primary role was to train Olifant (Elephant) Main Battle Tank
(MBT) crews, Armoured car Commanders and Squadron JL’s (Lieutenants and Corporals).The



January ’86 intake totalled about 140 guys who were assigned by some unseen hand (probably
not IBM this time) to a MBT Squadron and three Armoured car Squadrons, each squad with its
own 32-bed bungalow.By this stage we’d been in the system for a week. Those first seven days
at Zeerust seemed like a vacation in a cheap 1960’s holiday camp but thankfully they’d been
relatively pain free. Instructors were probably on a short leash, ordered to be ‘nice’, break us in
gently. That changed soon as ‘Selection’ ended.From the moment we were shipped out to our
respective units the mood intensified.Instructors from School of Armour (Pantserskool) escorted
us by bus the 500 kilometre trip to Bloemfontein, this was their first opportunity to acquaint
themselves with their new charges and they wasted no time testing the boys for bad attitude.On
arrival at Pantserskool my group got assigned to the 2nd Armoured Car Group AKA Bravo (B)
Squadron.During our first briefing we were warned that completing the course, with an expected
40% drop-out rate, was by no means assured, we’d have to survive eleven months of rigorous
physical, psychological and knowledge-based examination and, in theory, be prepared for
whatever challenges lay beyond.For some successful JL’s, second year would mean ‘time to
take things easy, kick back and chill’, on potentially plum onward postings to ‘cushy’ training
units, or in-country bases with an Armoured Corps presence, this is where I hoped and expected
to end up.For a small number of successful JL’s, second year meant a 12-month tour to the
relatively dangerous SWA/Angola border camps, 2000km north, charged with commanding
equally young second-year Troopers from the training units 1 & 2SSB.And for a tiny number, fate
would see them spend months locked in near daily mortal combat against an overwhelmingly
stronger, better equipped, but less well-trained enemy.And finally, sadly, a number were destined
to sacrifice their lives in defence of our country.I just happened to be one of those whose destiny
it was to be on, or near, the bleeding edge of the largest mechanised conflict ever prosecuted in
Southern Africa, and the largest build up of mechanised military hardware in Africa since
WW2.My involvement on the frontline was by no means assured when I signed up for JL’s
because there were plenty of opportunities for me to alter the course of my journey, and with
hindsight it’s quite easy to note the decisions, and mistakes made during 1986, undoubtedly
influencing decisions made by others responsible for steering my fate.Given recent history, it
was nigh on impossible for anyone, certainly from a civilian perspective, to presage the
magnitude of cataclysm awaiting us unwitting teenagers. We had absolutely no idea what lay
ahead, how could we?I was totally oblivious, ignorant in fact, to the harsh realities of the two-
decades-old Angolan War and the guiding over-watch and incrementally increasing support
provided by Communist countries and sympathisers.The on-off Angolan civil war, and SADF’s
involvement in it, was conducted largely outside the reach of government-controlled media,
consequently very little was known of South Africa’s often clandestine involvement
therein.Primarily, the South African government was more interested in crushing the terrorist
organisation SWAPO in order to preserve the status quo with its South West African (Namibia)
protectorate, rather than getting embroiled in Angola’s decades-long armed power struggle.As
most kids did in the 70’s, I played Cowboys and ‘Injuns’ with the boys who lived in my road,



oblivious that during this period older boys were travelling deep into Angola to root out bands of
terrorists in a kind of tit-for-tat insurgency war of attrition, a bit like that faced by US and Allied
forces against the Taliban in Afghanistan during the past decade.We played ‘battles’ in the large
pine forest adjoining our house, learning to lay booby-traps and build impregnable rock forts with
large branches interlaced to form a sturdy roof structure.The forest was so popular with us kids
that I approached my Dad with a request that he should buy it for me in lieu of birthday and
Christmas presents for the rest of my life.I think this was motivated by the potential loss of our
playground following the construction of a nearby massive residential complex ironically named
‘Paradise Valley’.No shit! That is what they called this sprawling monstrosity consisting about
800 apartments blighting the forest about a mile from our place. That name, to me, is a perfect
example of irony, it was Paradise until they dumped a few million tons of cast concrete onto it,
and yet they still had the audacity to call it Paradise Valley – more like Paradise Lost!However,
the massive construction site and lax health & safety regulation gifted us with yet another fun
playground, but the truth is … I was no alpha male sports star rampaging Rambo-style through
my teens seeking out fights or intentionally infringing the law, with the notable exception perhaps
of the small matter relating to the age at which alcohol consumption can legally
commence.Gifted with absolutely no musical talent other than, allegedly, a half-decent singing
voice, Mom finally gave up trying to force me to learn piano, or any other instrument for that
matter. My folks’ musical taste was firmly rooted in the 60’s whereas my sisters and I were more
inclined to listen to our few prized music cassettes of unsanctioned New Romantic music
popularised by the likes of Duran Duran, Pet Shop Boys, Depeche Mode and Frankie goes to
Hollywood. Paul Hardcastle surprised us all when he told the world “ … the average age of a
combat soldier in Vietnam was 19”. It seemed incredible to us that boys so young were sent into
war. I knew WW1 & 2 veterans were sometimes much younger than that, but those were less
civilised times, weren’t they?When the technology finally arrived in SA, we’d bootleg tunes
‘illegally’ from the Friday night Top 40 radio show directly onto a TDK tape-cassette using one of
those hi-tech all-in-one portable radio-cassette players.By the time I turned 17, meeting girls, or
the pursuit of opportunities to meet girls, was second only in importance to hanging out with my
‘crew’ of school mates and maybe getting mildly drunk on four small bottles of beer on a Friday
night and, if extremely fortunate, getting a smooch, ‘graunch’ and hip-grind on the dance-floor.At
that point the Angolan war wasn’t really on my radar so to speak, although, I was vaguely aware
of occasional news reports about soldiers dying ‘on operational duties on The Border’, and then
there were times in Church that Reverend’s Hays and Nicolson would ask us to pray for sons of
the congregation either ‘called-up’ to the army or currently engaged in ‘the Operational
Area’.The climactic death-throes of Soviet Communism in the 1980’s included a last-gasp
attempt at strategic franchise expansion in Southern Africa. Funnelled through Castro’s Cuba, oil-
rich Angolan armed forces (FAPLA) received billions in advanced weaponry and thousands of
armoured vehicles.As a consequence 1985 saw the first large-scale mechanised offensive in
Southern African history. Russian Generals led this operation but without properly accounting for



the tenacity of UNITA (supported by South African Defence Force – SADF), or the treacherous
terrain typical in a sub-tropical rainy season. The ’85 offensive floundered in the mud, but
despite this Fidel and FAPLA redoubled their efforts by strengthening fifteen Brigades with yet
more Soviet hardware while Russian, East German and Cuban specialists conducted troop
training.At about the same time David Mannall, a 17-year old completing High School, was
doing nothing at all to prepare for two years compulsory military service, but through a series of
fateful twists and turns ends up leading soldiers in a number of full-scale armoured clashes
including arguably, the largest and most decisive, battle on African soil since World War II,
certainly in southern African history.Their 90mm cannons and medium skinned Armoured
Personnel Carriers were not designed as Tank-killers, though any assurances these boys would
never engage heavy armour were left in the classroom during their three-month deployment to
Angola, and never more so than at the historically decisive ‘Battle on the Lomba’.Now, after 25
years in the dark, the author lifts his crew commander’s hatch on his incredible story of how the
elite 61 Mechanised Battalion, came to engage, and effectively destroy, a Tank-hardened
mechanised giant, 47th Armoured Brigade, in a single day.Survivors abandoned their vehicles
and positions, fleeing north across the Lomba river in disarray, kick-starting the wholesale retreat
of three further Brigades in theatre, inviting the South Africans to chase; enemy back to their
original staging point at Cuito Cuanevale some 120km North.A myth preferred by post-Apartheid
politicians goes something like this “ … the SADF force that destroyed 47th Brigade on 3
October 1987 numbered 6,000 and the hard yards were gained by UNITA forces.”The
inconvenient truth is … 61 Battalion comprising fewer than 300 combat soldiers lined up for
battle that day. In the vanguard, twelve vehicles crewed by 36 boys, on the flank, eight vehicles
crewed by 24 more. Together this small fighting unit held, and then smashed a significantly more
powerful opposition force and possibly even hastened the demise of the USSR.A real-life David
versus Goliath epic.The climactic death-throes of Soviet Communism in the 1980’s included a
last-gasp attempt at strategic franchise expansion in Southern Africa. Funnelled through
Castro’s Cuba, oil-rich Angolan armed forces (FAPLA) received billions in advanced weaponry
and thousands of armoured vehicles.As a consequence 1985 saw the first large-scale
mechanised offensive in Southern African history. Russian Generals led this operation but
without properly accounting for the tenacity of UNITA (supported by South African Defence
Force – SADF), or the treacherous terrain typical in a sub-tropical rainy season. The ’85
offensive floundered in the mud, but despite this Fidel and FAPLA redoubled their efforts by
strengthening fifteen Brigades with yet more Soviet hardware while Russian, East German and
Cuban specialists conducted troop training.At about the same time David Mannall, a 17-year old
completing High School, was doing nothing at all to prepare for two years compulsory military
service, but through a series of fateful twists and turns ends up leading soldiers in a number of
full-scale armoured clashes including arguably, the largest and most decisive, battle on African
soil since World War II, certainly in southern African history.Their 90mm cannons and medium
skinned Armoured Personnel Carriers were not designed as Tank-killers, though any assurances



these boys would never engage heavy armour were left in the classroom during their three-
month deployment to Angola, and never more so than at the historically decisive ‘Battle on the
Lomba’.Now, after 25 years in the dark, the author lifts his crew commander’s hatch on his
incredible story of how the elite 61 Mechanised Battalion, came to engage, and effectively
destroy, a Tank-hardened mechanised giant, 47th Armoured Brigade, in a single day.Survivors
abandoned their vehicles and positions, fleeing north across the Lomba river in disarray, kick-
starting the wholesale retreat of three further Brigades in theatre, inviting the South Africans to
chase; enemy back to their original staging point at Cuito Cuanevale some 120km North.A myth
preferred by post-Apartheid politicians goes something like this “ … the SADF force that
destroyed 47th Brigade on 3 October 1987 numbered 6,000 and the hard yards were gained by
UNITA forces.”The inconvenient truth is … 61 Battalion comprising fewer than 300 combat
soldiers lined up for battle that day. In the vanguard, twelve vehicles crewed by 36 boys, on the
flank, eight vehicles crewed by 24 more. Together this small fighting unit held, and then smashed
a significantly more powerful opposition force and possibly even hastened the demise of the
USSR.A real-life David versus Goliath epic.Born in Dorset, England in 1968, the author’s family
immigrated to South Africa later that same year. The sub-tropical climate of KwaZulu Natal
ensured a childhood spent mostly outdoors building forts in nearby pine-forests or swimming in
the Indian Ocean.Like most conscripts, David joined the army because he was required to do so
by law, the alternative, four years in Police Force or prison for conscientious objectors, held little
appeal. In 1986, he joined thousands of other boys ‘doing their bit’ for their country.Selected for
Armoured Corps Officer training he excelled in most areas of military life except perhaps,
discipline.Demoted for going off-base during training attracted the ire of commanders who
dispatched him to remote border outpost ‘Omuthiya’ for 12 months. His experiences with 61
Mechanised Battalion shaped his view on the world and true potential of humanity, for good and
evil alike.Following his wartime experience David embarked on a destructive journey of ‘self-
discovery’, constantly questioning the status-quo, re-examining life and societal norms through
the steely eyes of a government-trained and ‘legally’ sanctioned killer.25 years after the guns fell
silent he finally began to confront his incredible experience of National Service.This is that
story.David and his wife Andrea currently live in London, England with their two children, Jessica
and Luke.Born in Dorset, England in 1968, the author’s family immigrated to South Africa later
that same year. The sub-tropical climate of KwaZulu Natal ensured a childhood spent mostly
outdoors building forts in nearby pine-forests or swimming in the Indian Ocean.Like most
conscripts, David joined the army because he was required to do so by law, the alternative, four
years in Police Force or prison for conscientious objectors, held little appeal. In 1986, he joined
thousands of other boys ‘doing their bit’ for their country.Selected for Armoured Corps Officer
training he excelled in most areas of military life except perhaps, discipline.Demoted for going
off-base during training attracted the ire of commanders who dispatched him to remote border
outpost ‘Omuthiya’ for 12 months. His experiences with 61 Mechanised Battalion shaped his
view on the world and true potential of humanity, for good and evil alike.Following his wartime



experience David embarked on a destructive journey of ‘self-discovery’, constantly questioning
the status-quo, re-examining life and societal norms through the steely eyes of a government-
trained and ‘legally’ sanctioned killer.25 years after the guns fell silent he finally began to
confront his incredible experience of National Service.This is that story.David and his wife
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even before they began belching 155mm projectiles at marathon range. (Len M. Robberts)23
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September. Structures like these were set alight to assist failed night recovery. (Len M.
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Medic and his tool kit. (Barry Taylor)36 31 Charlie ‘shooting in’ her gun-sight the proper way
near Mavinga. (Martin Bremer)37 Pretorius celebrates with a rare feast of wet rations. (Len M.
Robberts)38 Foxhole. Room for two in there? (Len M. Robberts)39 Storey, Pretorius and du
Toit on 30 Alpha, chilling under cammo following a long night in the saddle. (Len M.
Robberts)40 Willemse, Coetzee and Linde bak bal (bake balls – chillin) in the Angolan bush.
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(Barry Taylor)This may be after drinking the Omuthiya Special. Cpl Venter and I getting chummy
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November 1987. (George Anderson, adapted with permission from Johan Schoeman at )Map 4
Final attacks of Operation Modular 25/26 November 1987. (George Anderson, adapted with
permission from Johan Schoeman at )Author’s NoteSoldiers throughout the ages have engaged
enemy forces in mortal combat on the field of battle, sometime in small, insurgency type actions,
sometimes in much larger, more ‘organised’ battles.Historians readily record details pertaining
to most major conflicts, while the public at large are relatively well acquainted with facts relating
to world wars or those regional conflicts relevant to them.Each war, battle or skirmish is
doubtless peppered with amazing accounts of survival, commitment and bravery by participants
from all tiers of the military food-chain. The overwhelming majority of these exploits remain
forever untold and similarly I had no reason to think my experience of war in Angola would ever
be told. In fact, the historical account of Charlie Squadron’s contribution, specifically to the



destruction of 47th Brigade, is sorely inadequate, recorded by people who, at best, were near,
but not on the front line that day.Like most veterans, exposing battle scars doesn’t come easily.
As a young man in my 20’s and 30’s, I struggled to communicate my experiences and, truthfully,
to even find an audience who took my story at face value. So I came to realise how difficult it is
for a listener to comprehend a story about something so far outside any normal sphere of
experience despite being so vivid, real and painful for the storyteller. It was easier to adopt the
well worn phrase, ‘don’t mention the war’.By the time I hit my 40s I’d pretty much let the story go,
and might mention to a new friend that I was once in combat in a country called Angola and
worse, had lost comrades in battle. “Where is Angola?” was usually the only question asked
before the conversation moved on to more current affairs.And then a number of things happened
in 2011 that led to this publishing deal with Helion which has finally brought these words to your
attention. It was a tumultuous year for my family to say the least.Since the global financial
downturn in 2008/09 I was struggling to find regular employment as a Civil Servant in London
and, to be completely candid, I’m not a very good ‘yes man’, preferring to take the most
expedient course to achieve results rather than constraining myself too much with burdensome
red tape and ineptocracy.In February 2011, Mom and Dad called me from their home in Durban
with very disturbing news. Mom was experiencing some form of paralysis in her right foot. I had
been away from home for more than 20 years and the folks never once called to alert me of their
ailments so I immediately knew this was serious. Mom had just turned 68 but had the energy of a
woman half her age and had been considering running her fifth Comrades’ Marathon, a gruelling
90km ultradistance run but still some 70km shorter than her longest marathon accomplishment,
the gruelling ‘Washie 100’ – that’s 100 miles!Mom endured a battery of tests and scans, each in
turn eliminating from a list of very nasty ailments but, at the same time leaving fewer, more
dreadful potential prognosis.Within a month the truth was revealed: Motor Neurone Disease
(MND), a condition for which there is neither cure, nor known cause.People often cite genius
Oxford physicist Stephen Hawking (The Theory of Everything) as the most famous sufferer of
MND: “he’s lasted decades”, they say, but the harsh reality is that Stephen survives by
mechanically assisted respiration and most MND sufferers have 2-to-5 years from first onset of
the disease. Mom never wanted to be kept alive by mechanical means and got much less time
than the average, although we believe the disease had been blocking her motor neurone activity
for at least a year before a formal diagnosis was made at the end of March. This was a
devastating shock to Mom, as it must be for anyone afflicted with a terminal illness, my Dad’s
world came crashing in around him.In April, I started hurting the credit cards, booked a snap
vacation for the family (a seldom recognised benefit of flexible unemployment) and made
preparations, including a sincere attempt to relocate back to South Africa, to enjoy time with my
folks and provide support in my mother’s final years. Mom always said, “I sent my son to the
army; he never came back … ”In many ways this was true and I really wanted to reconnect with
her while we still had time.Before leaving for South Africa, my wife Andrea began researching
the heck out of MND, while I tapped into my Civil Service contacts and procured a suitcase full



of equipment and adaptations to assist Mom maintain her independence for as long as possible
while the debilitating disease conspired to shut down neural pathways to her muscle
fibres.Explaining to Air France the need to transport a wheelchair, without incurring cost, was
going to be tricky so, for expediency, I pretended to be temporarily mildly disabled while in the
airport. My wife and kids family had to keep their supporting role going longer than intended
when our A380 failed to arrive from New York (due to a minor accident) which meant a 12 hour
delay and more time in the wheelchair getting pushed about by kids.While gathering this
equipment and information ahead of our trip home my friend Michael Sprosson, who’d also lost
his mother to MND, told me a great regret of his was that he’d never kept a record during his
mother’s five-year battle to the death. “Make sure you get some video footage and hey, why don’t
you write a blog?” he suggested.Michael’s words struck a chord. I rushed out, bought a state-of-
the-art 3D video camera and resolved to get writing a blog – something I’d never done before.
The last time I kept a diary was when forced to do so during a six-week holiday to Europe as a
fifteen-year-old kid in 1983.Writing reports for local government had always been a drudge but in
writing the blog, I relished the opportunity to offload some of the daily dread and disease
milestones during the four-weeks with my mother. I named the blog ‘A month with Mom’ and
received warm, positive feedback on my style of writing. This was something of a surprise but I
didn’t take much notice because these were friends or acquaintances and they were probably
moved by the sheer emotion of my mother’s dramatic and dreadful decline toward death.I won’t
belabour the story of my mother’s illness. She passed away peacefully less than seven months
later on 1 November, but the journey, her passage from this world, was more gruelling a battle
than any I’d experienced in war, her final few weeks a living hell of biblical proportion.My family
were all deeply affected by the journey, none more so than my father, but during that time we had
little choice but to dig in the trenches to provide whatever cover and relief possible from an
invisible merciless enemy.One morning in early October of that year, my wife and I made a
disturbing discovery during a phone call with my folks. On learning that critical equipment Mom
needed to assist her failing lungs was being held up by incompetence and red tape I booked the
next available budget flight to SA and within hours was en route Heathrow via Cairo.
Unfortunately Egypt was having problems of its own and cancelled the onward flight, causing a
tense 24-hour delay. By the time I walked into my parents’ home, Mom was gasping for breath
like a fish out of water and totally immobile with the exception of a weakened left hand.With my
sister Carol’s assistance, I returned to combat for the first time in a quarter century; it really felt
that intense. Mom needed round-the-clock care and as soon as we got the machine to support
her lungs (not mechanical respiration) she began to drown in her own phlegm because she had
become too weak to expectorate (cough). I was constantly on alert, suction machine at the
ready.The ensuing combat-level exhaustion combined with adrenaline in a way that reminded
me of the crazy days at war. Unfortunately I was also in the middle of a precious, time-limited
work assignment and only able to take 10 days off before returning to complete the writing and
presentation of some irrelevant report.The reality on the ground was that without my constant



vigilance, Mom would not get a satisfactory level of care and furthermore, she had
understandably grown fearful of drowning, so I asked my wife Andrea to fly out and relieve me.
Admirably, after just a 24-hour handover, she stepped into the combat zone armed only with
courage and a crash course in MND intensive care.I said tot-siens (goodbye) to Mom, fairly
confident I’d be back before the very end because the whole family was scheduled to be in
Durban just three-weeks later, on 11/11/11, for my folks’ 45th wedding anniversary.It didn’t work
out like that.Two weeks later, following an urgent call from Andrea on 31 October, I once again
jumped on the first plane heading to SA (this time a direct flight). As the Virgin flight touched
down in Johannesburg, I switched on my mobile phone. Within seconds it rang, it was Andrea.
She asked where I was and then said, “Say goodbye to your mom, she’s dying now …”Sitting
among strangers who were rushing to gather bags from overhead lockers in that unique traveller
ritual where we rush to stand up as soon as the seatbelt light is extinguished before waiting
minutes for the narrow aisle ahead to clear, I whispered my goodbyes …Telling her over and
over how much I loved her but unsure if Mom was even cognisant. I wanted her to hear me
before she slipped away. Then, about minute later, Andrea came back on the line: “She’s gone
Dave, I’m so sorry … ”Admittedly, I was a bit of a mess going through passport control and when
making a booking for the onward flight to Durban.Selfishly I’d imagined she’d be able to stay
long enough to say totsiens one more time.Seven months and it was over.In a way, I was
thankful the dreadful ordeal ended sooner rather than later because incarceration in that
disease-ravaged, broken body was a living hell from which Mom always knew that her untimely
death would be the only respite.Witnessing Mom’s immense bravery, courage and faith
throughout her illness inspired me to revisit my own ordeal at war in 1987 and so I joined a
number of social media sites for South African Army veterans where I encountered a number of
former comrades, notably Jaco Swanevelder. Jaco warmly welcomed me back into the
brotherhood of 61 Mechanised Battalion, the unit I proudly served during my second year of
National Service and with whom I joined battle, deep in Angola.I took some comfort reading
other accounts of army training, experiences and days at war, having never previously read
anything on the Angolan conflict. And then, I came across a photo that turned my blood cold.
The image was of a guy standing in a bomb crater just in front of one of our bombed and burned-
out Ratel 90 Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs). The person who posted the photograph
wanted to know if anyone had any background info. The scene, captured by Len Robberts a
former comrade-in-arms, was exactly as I remembered it on that fateful day on 8 October 1987
when most of Charlie Squadron narrowly escaped death during an accurate aerial
bombardment. Unfortunately, we didn’t all survive the bombing physically uninjured so the event
itself is forever seared in my memory. Consequently, I was able to ‘open up’ and recount in fairly
vivid detail the events leading up to the macabre scene depicted by the photograph.My account
of that incident stimulated a surprising amount of interest; people asked if I had any other
stories, I did.Social media groups are understandably sceptical of crazy, or extreme, war stories
because it seems there are some guys willing to create stories of derring-do despite never



having been in combat, but I had been, so I pushed on, confident that my truth would be backed
up by Squad mates when they found their way to the social media.Then I took the next step and
published a few chapters online receiving 5,000 ‘hits’ in three weeks!The last time I’d had more
than 5,000 of anything was the severance pay I accepted when a former employer erroneously
sacked me for trying to discipline a sleg (lazy) staffer. Now people were suggesting I ‘turn these
essays into a book’. Someone offered the name of a British publisher with an interest in the
Angolan ‘Bush’ War who, on the second time of asking, agreed to publish this story.It’s
staggering and surreal to have been afforded this opportunity and I’m deeply honoured to be
able to tell my story; a rare privilege which I intend to respect throughout my account of Battle on
the Lomba 1987.That battle, and my involvement in it, didn’t happen in isolation therefore I’ve
taken the liberty of telling most of what I recall about the journey that delivered me, and my
comrades, to that historic moment, and, as much as I can remember of the dark weeks that
followed when we chased a retreating enemy; a time when youthful exuberance was replaced by
something different altogether, somewhat at odds with the experience of mainstream
society.Unfortunately, I never recorded my thoughts, feelings and emotions during National
Service so the book focuses mostly on major events, actions and experiences, augmented by
anecdotes from a few fellow soldiers. I name individual contributors throughout but primarily tell
this story as I remember it.I’m sure there’s much forgotten during the intervening years, and quite
certain there are many individual stories or acts of valour, horror and humour not accounted for
here.The nature of warfare is such that in the heat of battle an individual soldier can’t know the
detail of what each combatant is doing to stay alive, let alone the actions of other units. Equally,
there are doubtless many amusing moments I’ve forgotten, and recollections of many physically
demanding or emotionally painful days have long since paled in significance as the major
memories of the intensity of war starved them of cranial air-time.I hope this book helps readers
to better understand war from a soldier’s perspective and that if he, or she, has lost a loved one
to conflict, that my account helps them in some small way to deal with the psychological
fallout.David Robert Mannall, MMMAuthor’s NoteSoldiers throughout the ages have engaged
enemy forces in mortal combat on the field of battle, sometime in small, insurgency type actions,
sometimes in much larger, more ‘organised’ battles.Historians readily record details pertaining
to most major conflicts, while the public at large are relatively well acquainted with facts relating
to world wars or those regional conflicts relevant to them.Each war, battle or skirmish is
doubtless peppered with amazing accounts of survival, commitment and bravery by participants
from all tiers of the military food-chain. The overwhelming majority of these exploits remain
forever untold and similarly I had no reason to think my experience of war in Angola would ever
be told. In fact, the historical account of Charlie Squadron’s contribution, specifically to the
destruction of 47th Brigade, is sorely inadequate, recorded by people who, at best, were near,
but not on the front line that day.Like most veterans, exposing battle scars doesn’t come easily.
As a young man in my 20’s and 30’s, I struggled to communicate my experiences and, truthfully,
to even find an audience who took my story at face value. So I came to realise how difficult it is



for a listener to comprehend a story about something so far outside any normal sphere of
experience despite being so vivid, real and painful for the storyteller. It was easier to adopt the
well worn phrase, ‘don’t mention the war’.By the time I hit my 40s I’d pretty much let the story go,
and might mention to a new friend that I was once in combat in a country called Angola and
worse, had lost comrades in battle. “Where is Angola?” was usually the only question asked
before the conversation moved on to more current affairs.And then a number of things happened
in 2011 that led to this publishing deal with Helion which has finally brought these words to your
attention. It was a tumultuous year for my family to say the least.Since the global financial
downturn in 2008/09 I was struggling to find regular employment as a Civil Servant in London
and, to be completely candid, I’m not a very good ‘yes man’, preferring to take the most
expedient course to achieve results rather than constraining myself too much with burdensome
red tape and ineptocracy.In February 2011, Mom and Dad called me from their home in Durban
with very disturbing news. Mom was experiencing some form of paralysis in her right foot. I had
been away from home for more than 20 years and the folks never once called to alert me of their
ailments so I immediately knew this was serious. Mom had just turned 68 but had the energy of a
woman half her age and had been considering running her fifth Comrades’ Marathon, a gruelling
90km ultradistance run but still some 70km shorter than her longest marathon accomplishment,
the gruelling ‘Washie 100’ – that’s 100 miles!Mom endured a battery of tests and scans, each in
turn eliminating from a list of very nasty ailments but, at the same time leaving fewer, more
dreadful potential prognosis.Within a month the truth was revealed: Motor Neurone Disease
(MND), a condition for which there is neither cure, nor known cause.People often cite genius
Oxford physicist Stephen Hawking (The Theory of Everything) as the most famous sufferer of
MND: “he’s lasted decades”, they say, but the harsh reality is that Stephen survives by
mechanically assisted respiration and most MND sufferers have 2-to-5 years from first onset of
the disease. Mom never wanted to be kept alive by mechanical means and got much less time
than the average, although we believe the disease had been blocking her motor neurone activity
for at least a year before a formal diagnosis was made at the end of March. This was a
devastating shock to Mom, as it must be for anyone afflicted with a terminal illness, my Dad’s
world came crashing in around him.In April, I started hurting the credit cards, booked a snap
vacation for the family (a seldom recognised benefit of flexible unemployment) and made
preparations, including a sincere attempt to relocate back to South Africa, to enjoy time with my
folks and provide support in my mother’s final years. Mom always said, “I sent my son to the
army; he never came back … ”In many ways this was true and I really wanted to reconnect with
her while we still had time.Before leaving for South Africa, my wife Andrea began researching
the heck out of MND, while I tapped into my Civil Service contacts and procured a suitcase full
of equipment and adaptations to assist Mom maintain her independence for as long as possible
while the debilitating disease conspired to shut down neural pathways to her muscle
fibres.Explaining to Air France the need to transport a wheelchair, without incurring cost, was
going to be tricky so, for expediency, I pretended to be temporarily mildly disabled while in the



airport. My wife and kids family had to keep their supporting role going longer than intended
when our A380 failed to arrive from New York (due to a minor accident) which meant a 12 hour
delay and more time in the wheelchair getting pushed about by kids.While gathering this
equipment and information ahead of our trip home my friend Michael Sprosson, who’d also lost
his mother to MND, told me a great regret of his was that he’d never kept a record during his
mother’s five-year battle to the death. “Make sure you get some video footage and hey, why don’t
you write a blog?” he suggested.Michael’s words struck a chord. I rushed out, bought a state-of-
the-art 3D video camera and resolved to get writing a blog – something I’d never done before.
The last time I kept a diary was when forced to do so during a six-week holiday to Europe as a
fifteen-year-old kid in 1983.Writing reports for local government had always been a drudge but in
writing the blog, I relished the opportunity to offload some of the daily dread and disease
milestones during the four-weeks with my mother. I named the blog ‘A month with Mom’ and
received warm, positive feedback on my style of writing. This was something of a surprise but I
didn’t take much notice because these were friends or acquaintances and they were probably
moved by the sheer emotion of my mother’s dramatic and dreadful decline toward death.I won’t
belabour the story of my mother’s illness. She passed away peacefully less than seven months
later on 1 November, but the journey, her passage from this world, was more gruelling a battle
than any I’d experienced in war, her final few weeks a living hell of biblical proportion.My family
were all deeply affected by the journey, none more so than my father, but during that time we had
little choice but to dig in the trenches to provide whatever cover and relief possible from an
invisible merciless enemy.One morning in early October of that year, my wife and I made a
disturbing discovery during a phone call with my folks. On learning that critical equipment Mom
needed to assist her failing lungs was being held up by incompetence and red tape I booked the
next available budget flight to SA and within hours was en route Heathrow via Cairo.
Unfortunately Egypt was having problems of its own and cancelled the onward flight, causing a
tense 24-hour delay. By the time I walked into my parents’ home, Mom was gasping for breath
like a fish out of water and totally immobile with the exception of a weakened left hand.With my
sister Carol’s assistance, I returned to combat for the first time in a quarter century; it really felt
that intense. Mom needed round-the-clock care and as soon as we got the machine to support
her lungs (not mechanical respiration) she began to drown in her own phlegm because she had
become too weak to expectorate (cough). I was constantly on alert, suction machine at the
ready.The ensuing combat-level exhaustion combined with adrenaline in a way that reminded
me of the crazy days at war. Unfortunately I was also in the middle of a precious, time-limited
work assignment and only able to take 10 days off before returning to complete the writing and
presentation of some irrelevant report.The reality on the ground was that without my constant
vigilance, Mom would not get a satisfactory level of care and furthermore, she had
understandably grown fearful of drowning, so I asked my wife Andrea to fly out and relieve me.
Admirably, after just a 24-hour handover, she stepped into the combat zone armed only with
courage and a crash course in MND intensive care.I said tot-siens (goodbye) to Mom, fairly



confident I’d be back before the very end because the whole family was scheduled to be in
Durban just three-weeks later, on 11/11/11, for my folks’ 45th wedding anniversary.It didn’t work
out like that.Two weeks later, following an urgent call from Andrea on 31 October, I once again
jumped on the first plane heading to SA (this time a direct flight). As the Virgin flight touched
down in Johannesburg, I switched on my mobile phone. Within seconds it rang, it was Andrea.
She asked where I was and then said, “Say goodbye to your mom, she’s dying now …”Sitting
among strangers who were rushing to gather bags from overhead lockers in that unique traveller
ritual where we rush to stand up as soon as the seatbelt light is extinguished before waiting
minutes for the narrow aisle ahead to clear, I whispered my goodbyes …Telling her over and
over how much I loved her but unsure if Mom was even cognisant. I wanted her to hear me
before she slipped away. Then, about minute later, Andrea came back on the line: “She’s gone
Dave, I’m so sorry … ”Admittedly, I was a bit of a mess going through passport control and when
making a booking for the onward flight to Durban.Selfishly I’d imagined she’d be able to stay
long enough to say totsiens one more time.Seven months and it was over.In a way, I was
thankful the dreadful ordeal ended sooner rather than later because incarceration in that
disease-ravaged, broken body was a living hell from which Mom always knew that her untimely
death would be the only respite.Witnessing Mom’s immense bravery, courage and faith
throughout her illness inspired me to revisit my own ordeal at war in 1987 and so I joined a
number of social media sites for South African Army veterans where I encountered a number of
former comrades, notably Jaco Swanevelder. Jaco warmly welcomed me back into the
brotherhood of 61 Mechanised Battalion, the unit I proudly served during my second year of
National Service and with whom I joined battle, deep in Angola.I took some comfort reading
other accounts of army training, experiences and days at war, having never previously read
anything on the Angolan conflict. And then, I came across a photo that turned my blood cold.
The image was of a guy standing in a bomb crater just in front of one of our bombed and burned-
out Ratel 90 Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs). The person who posted the photograph
wanted to know if anyone had any background info. The scene, captured by Len Robberts a
former comrade-in-arms, was exactly as I remembered it on that fateful day on 8 October 1987
when most of Charlie Squadron narrowly escaped death during an accurate aerial
bombardment. Unfortunately, we didn’t all survive the bombing physically uninjured so the event
itself is forever seared in my memory. Consequently, I was able to ‘open up’ and recount in fairly
vivid detail the events leading up to the macabre scene depicted by the photograph.My account
of that incident stimulated a surprising amount of interest; people asked if I had any other
stories, I did.Social media groups are understandably sceptical of crazy, or extreme, war stories
because it seems there are some guys willing to create stories of derring-do despite never
having been in combat, but I had been, so I pushed on, confident that my truth would be backed
up by Squad mates when they found their way to the social media.Then I took the next step and
published a few chapters online receiving 5,000 ‘hits’ in three weeks!The last time I’d had more
than 5,000 of anything was the severance pay I accepted when a former employer erroneously



sacked me for trying to discipline a sleg (lazy) staffer. Now people were suggesting I ‘turn these
essays into a book’. Someone offered the name of a British publisher with an interest in the
Angolan ‘Bush’ War who, on the second time of asking, agreed to publish this story.It’s
staggering and surreal to have been afforded this opportunity and I’m deeply honoured to be
able to tell my story; a rare privilege which I intend to respect throughout my account of Battle on
the Lomba 1987.That battle, and my involvement in it, didn’t happen in isolation therefore I’ve
taken the liberty of telling most of what I recall about the journey that delivered me, and my
comrades, to that historic moment, and, as much as I can remember of the dark weeks that
followed when we chased a retreating enemy; a time when youthful exuberance was replaced by
something different altogether, somewhat at odds with the experience of mainstream
society.Unfortunately, I never recorded my thoughts, feelings and emotions during National
Service so the book focuses mostly on major events, actions and experiences, augmented by
anecdotes from a few fellow soldiers. I name individual contributors throughout but primarily tell
this story as I remember it.I’m sure there’s much forgotten during the intervening years, and quite
certain there are many individual stories or acts of valour, horror and humour not accounted for
here.The nature of warfare is such that in the heat of battle an individual soldier can’t know the
detail of what each combatant is doing to stay alive, let alone the actions of other units. Equally,
there are doubtless many amusing moments I’ve forgotten, and recollections of many physically
demanding or emotionally painful days have long since paled in significance as the major
memories of the intensity of war starved them of cranial air-time.I hope this book helps readers
to better understand war from a soldier’s perspective and that if he, or she, has lost a loved one
to conflict, that my account helps them in some small way to deal with the psychological
fallout.David Robert Mannall, MMMTake a community of Dutchmen of the type of those who
defended themselves for fifty years against all the power of Spain at a time when Spain was the
greatest power in the world. Intermix with them a strain of those inflexible French Huguenots,
who gave up their name and left their country forever at the time of the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes. The product must obviously be one of the most rugged, virile, unconquerable races ever
seen upon the face of the earth. Take these formidable people and train them for seven
generations in constant warfare against savage men and ferocious beasts, in circumstances in
which no weakling could survive; place them so that they acquire skill with weapons and in
horsemanship, give them a country which is eminently suited to the tactics of the huntsman, the
marksman and the rider. Then, finally, put a fine temper upon their military qualities by a dour
fatalistic Old Testament religion and an ardent and consuming patriotism. Combine all these
qualities and all these impulses in one individual and you have the modern Boer- the most
formidable antagonist who ever crossed the path of Imperial Britain. Our military history has
largely consisted in our conflicts with France, but Napoleon and all his veterans have never
treated us as roughly as these bard-bitten farmers with their ancient theology and their
inconveniently modern rifles. Look at the map of South Africa, and there, in the very centre of the
British possessions, like the stone in a peach, lies the great stretch of the two republics, a mighty



domain for so small a people. How came they there? Who are these Teutonic folk who have
burrowed so deeply into Africa? It is a twice-told tale, and yet it must be told once again if this
story is to have even the most superficial of introductions. No one can know or appreciate the
Boer who does not know his past, for he is what his past has made him.Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(author of Sherlock Holmes)Take a community of Dutchmen of the type of those who defended
themselves for fifty years against all the power of Spain at a time when Spain was the greatest
power in the world. Intermix with them a strain of those inflexible French Huguenots, who gave
up their name and left their country forever at the time of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
The product must obviously be one of the most rugged, virile, unconquerable races ever seen
upon the face of the earth. Take these formidable people and train them for seven generations in
constant warfare against savage men and ferocious beasts, in circumstances in which no
weakling could survive; place them so that they acquire skill with weapons and in horsemanship,
give them a country which is eminently suited to the tactics of the huntsman, the marksman and
the rider. Then, finally, put a fine temper upon their military qualities by a dour fatalistic Old
Testament religion and an ardent and consuming patriotism. Combine all these qualities and all
these impulses in one individual and you have the modern Boer- the most formidable antagonist
who ever crossed the path of Imperial Britain. Our military history has largely consisted in our
conflicts with France, but Napoleon and all his veterans have never treated us as roughly as
these bard-bitten farmers with their ancient theology and their inconveniently modern rifles. Look
at the map of South Africa, and there, in the very centre of the British possessions, like the stone
in a peach, lies the great stretch of the two republics, a mighty domain for so small a people.
How came they there? Who are these Teutonic folk who have burrowed so deeply into Africa? It
is a twice-told tale, and yet it must be told once again if this story is to have even the most
superficial of introductions. No one can know or appreciate the Boer who does not know his
past, for he is what his past has made him.Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (author of Sherlock
Holmes)Introduction“Charlie Squadron, we’re holding for artillery ‘ripple’ bombardment. Close all
hatches!” Cloete’s clipped command crackled simultaneously in each of the 12 crew
commander’s headsets.I dropped into the turret, quickly pulling the dome-shaped commander’s
hatch shut above my head. There was nothing more to do than wait at the ready, and pray that
our incoming artillery ordinance was on target.We’d only once before used artillery at such close
quarters. These guys were shooting from ten, fifteen clicks away, sometimes much further, so it
had the potential to get a bit hairy. Deadly explosions so close to our front line we couldn’t be
certain if they were friendly or enemy bombs, but this was the nature of prosecuting close-
quarters combat in such densely forested terrain. Not an ideal playground for armoured
clashes.My crewmates and I waited in heavy silence for what seemed ages, but within two
minutes … that familiar whistling of incoming ordinance, the unmistakeable flash of exploding
munitions erupting no more than a few hundred metres ahead, and then the crump, crump,
thump as a few tons of high explosive shells detonated down-range.This was good!Dead-eye
mortar men, in concert with their long-range artillery and MRL (multiple rocket launcher)



counterparts, released a well orchestrated ripple of shock-and-awe onto enemy positions like
some kind of macabre fireworks display climaxing for three or four minutes, maybe longer.Then,
as quickly as it started, it was over. The forest fell silent once more; I opened and locked the
hatch above my head in its 90 degree ‘up’ position while re-evaluating the target area ahead. It
seemed quite a lot of forest foliage beyond our immediate tree line, had been stripped bare,
creating a sort of ‘no-man’s land’ clearing, across which opposing forces could, and would,
operate on this otherwise inauspicious day.A minute later, Charlie’s 12 crew commander’s
headsets barked back to life with Cloete’s unwelcomed command: “Charlie Squadron, move out
in formation … May God be with you all.” I wondered if God was conflicted about which side to
protect.I relayed the update to my crew, “okay boys this is it! Driver, let’s move out. Gunner,
prepare to fire.”Today, after 20 months of training, preparation, lesser battles and skirmishes
against a much larger, more powerful enemy, all the pieces of the monstrous mechanised
military jigsaw puzzle finally dropped into place.The stage had been set for THE Battle on the
Lomba, but of course we didn’t know this at the time because, after a month in the hot zone,
today’s battle was expected to be fairly similar to previous actions where contact was broken off
within an hour or so due to difficulty with visibility or that enemy positions were so well
entrenched. Digging them out would cost too many of our lives.It wasn’t always thus …THE
BEGINNINGAt 17 and three quarter years old, I might’ve been described as a fairly scrawny
baby-faced ‘late-developer’ on the day I turned up for my stint of National Service.In fact, at that
stage of life I was late for pretty much everything … Late for school, late handing in homework,
late getting dressed for church, late finding a girl for the final year [Matric] dance. Damn!The truth
is, even puberty arrived embarrassingly late for me. Age 17, I’d only recently begun scraping
sparse patches of wispy fluff off my baby face and my pube collection was more semi-arid
desert than the subtropical over-growth sported by some lads in my high school changing
rooms.Fuck! How did I get left so far behind? It was bad enough that we were being shipped off
to god-knows-where, worse still that some guys looked like men while I, still looked very much
boy!And what’s more, I was still a virgin!I know, you’re thinking, “what the hell does virginity have
to do with war and death?” But I felt that my limited hands-on experience of close-quarter
contact with the female kind was quite evidently and woefully inadequate in a man’s world,
what’s more it seemed inconceivable we should be prepared to lay down our lives, or take lives
for our country denied of this apparent human highlight.If pushed into a corner about my sexual
exploits, I could bluff and obfuscate a little, but knew my meagre knowledge of female workings
wouldn’t withstand much probing by those who’d actually ‘been there’.Finally, and this was
perhaps my greatest shortcoming as far as the army was concerned, though thankfully I was not
the only one so afflicted, I was an Engelsman (Englishman)! From Durban. Probably the very
worst combination of character flaws from the perspective of an Afrikaaner army
instructor.Afrikaaners were still a bit miffed at the comings and goings of the ‘arrogant’ British
Empire and by association, its subjects, for getting greedy in the 19th Century, reneging on land
treaties, and then sending ship-loads of redcoats to take back land it had previously given away



after realising just how valuable the gold-laden rocks were north of the Orange river, an area
known as The Highveld.Although this historic nastiness happened a century or so earlier, it had
led to some rather brutal conflicts between the two sides and the establishment of concentration
camps for wives and children of the less well equipped Boers—a colloquial Afrikaans word
meaning ‘farmer’ by which the original Dutch settlers had come to be known.Growing up in a
predominantly English neighborhood I’d been blissfully unaware some Afrikaaners were unable
to let these Colonial bygones be bygones. And then I discovered that Afrikaaners pretty much
ran and owned the modern South African military machine, it was hardwired in their DNA.So, on
my arrival to this modern day military machine I was a tad concerned my personal
‘shortcomings’ were to be like some unholy Trinity of flaws that increased my chance of being
singled out, teased, humiliated or opvokked (fucked up) by the bellowing army instructors who’d
just taken ‘ownership’ of us at the immaculately laid out, but intimidating, School of Armour
[Pantserskool], one of a number of high profile units based at the South African Army’s military
complex at Tempe, Bloemfontein.Bloemfontein [Flower-fountain] in bloom, South Africa’s fifth
largest city, was as beautiful as it was conservative.Situated in the heartland of Orange Free
State Province, Bloemfontein was possibly the most Afrikaans place in the world. Certainly it
was so in my limited experience.The stunning scenery of the region belied potentially savage
weather conditions. It is one of those areas that experiences extreme summer heat, as you’d
expect in Africa, but that also gets very cold during a short, sharp winter. In fact, the coming
winter (1986) would be my first African encounter of ‘the formation of ice outside a domestic
freezer’! This kind of cold, particularly at night-time is most unsuitable for a Durbanite.Concerns
regarding my ‘shortcomings’ were not, it seems, wholly unfounded. One of the intimidating,
muscular, and freakily moustachioed men singled me out for special attention. “Jy!” (You!), he
bellowed at me in Afrikaans.Shit! Clammy palm time!I realised with a shudder the tough guy was
shouting at me. What had I done wrong to get noticed so quickly? Had I moved a muscle while
standing to attention, had I marched poorly, or was this the curse of my unholy Trinity of failings
already blighting my two-year legally sanctioned National Service?Perhaps I’d just made the
wrong kind of eye contact with him. “Uhm yes, yes sir” I squeaked nervously.Moustache-man
tough guy immediately swelled up like a Puffer Fish, rage etching deep fissures across his sun-
hardened face!Obviously, in my ignorance, I’d given the wrong answer! His volcanic reaction to
my mumbled reply surely would not have been worse if I’d just dropped my army-issue brown
overalls and urinated on his magnificently polished size 10’s!He launched into a blistering tirade
which went something like this …“Hoekom praat jy met my in Engels piel-neus?” (Why are you
talking to me in English, dick-nose?) I got the distinct impression this was not meant as a
compliment.He went on, “Lyk ek vir jou soos n sag-piel Officier, jou klein kak!?” (Do I look like a
soft-cock officer to you, you little shit!?)I felt the blood drain from my face as I desperately tried to
calculate the magnitude of my mistake.If I’d had the magical powers of David Copperfield I
would have frikkin-well vanished right out of there in a puff-o-smoke but the enraged beast was
far from satisfied and I had nowhere to go. He continued, “ … ek is n Korporaal jou klein kak, sak



en gee vir my 20 push-ups!” (I’m a Corporal, you little shit, drop and give me 20 push-ups!)I
immediately dropped to the floor to perform the first of many thousands of punishment push-ups
during the coming year on ‘Junior Leader’ (JL) training.The Corporal helpfully counted, in
Afrikaans, demanding a quick, lactic-acid-inducing tempo. “Een, Twee, Drie … negetien, twintig.
Nou staan op!” (Now stand up!)Breathing hard, sweat beginning to run down my back, I stood to
attention. Through the fog of embarrassment at being singled out, I figured there were a number
of valuable lessons to be learned from this brief encounter.• One: The enraged beast’s rank
was that of ‘Corporal’ and he needed, nay insisted, to be addressed thus, and only in Afrikaans
language because, in truth, pretty much everything was conducted in Afrikaans – the army’s first
language but unfortunately, my extremely weak second language. Mom used to say, “ … David
your Afrikaans, at the age of four, when we lived in Port Elizabeth, was better then, than now age
17, why?” Fact is I’d had Afrikaans playmates back then, but since moving to a predominantly
English city (Durban, AKA; The Last British Outpost) Afrikaans was another one of the subjects
I’d never really troubled myself much with learning at school, but like everything else I’d
encountered in the past week, it paid to learn lessons pretty damn quick to improve my chances
of surviving the strictly enforced 24-month call-up unscathed – relatively speaking that is. But …
• Two: My understanding of spoken Afrikaans wasn’t as bad as I’d previously thought, though
the business of learning to speak the language fluently would require a combination of both time
and punishment.• Three: My scrawny 7th team rugby physique could just about manage 20
push- ups, but my pride wasn’t yet accustomed to the sense of shame at being singled out and
watched by my peers as I wiggled my way through the last few reps. It seemed I could’ve
prepared myself a little better for army life, and …• Four: The army-issue rule book we’d been
given a week ago, which clearly stated that swearing or foul language would not be tolerated in
the army was, it seemed, just a little inaccurate, on that one particular point, at least. This
begged the rather unsettling question: Which other army rules would be so glibly disregarded
during the next two years?I rejoined Bravo (B) Squadron, which consisted of 31 other boys who,
like me, had just been bussed to this place Tempe, a sprawling military base the likes of which
most of us had probably never imagined. It was like a small town, and home of (amongst others)
1 South African Infantry (1SAI), 1 Parachute Battalion (1Para) and School of Armour, which sat
atop the hill at Tempe like a colossus dominating the other Corps and quaint city below.This was
to be our home for the next eleven months, admittedly it was hard not to get drawn in by the
gravity of the environment and to feel a little bit proud of the place, the unit and especially the
Corps.Corporal Moustache seemed suitably satisfied he’d impressed his significant, and total,
authority over me, and it’s also fair to say I was still kukking myself [bricking it] when he stepped
forward, right up into my barely-started-shaving face, looked me up and down, and then shouted
over to his fellow non-commissioned officers (NCOs), “Haai, julle, die eene lyk soos Trinity” (Hey,
you guys, this one looks like Trinity.)I was stunned! How could he have possibly known about my
unholy Trinity of ‘flaws’?He looked back at me, his eyes softening for an instant as he asked in
pretty good, but thickly accented braying English, “Have you seen the movie ‘They call me



Trinity’ starring Terrence Hill?”Immediately I began trawling my academically inadequate
memory banks. Nothing!“Nnnn nee Korporaal” (No Corporal) I stammered, which was about all
the Afrikaans verbeage I could muster with any confidence at that moment. I hadn’t seen that
movie, hadn’t heard of the film, didn’t know what Terrence Hill looked like then, nor what he
might have looked like 15 years previously when he starred alongside Bud Spencer in that
series of ‘Spaghetti Westerns’ popular in the early 70’s.Anyway, I had no idea why it should
matter, nor if this apparent doppelganger was going to be an asset to aid my survival during
training, or a grindingly painful millstone with which I’d be lumbered?The Corporal called to his
fellow NCOs, still in English, pointed at me and said, ‘From now on this one will be known as
Trinity!’Satisfied, the Corporal lost interest in me and began haranguing a fellow
‘roofie’ (derogatory nickname for new conscripts) for being a bit over-weight, “ … en die eene is
sewe maaltye voor, en fyf kakke agter” (… and this guy is seven meals ahead, and five shits’
behind) he barked, much to the amusement of his fellow instructors.Admittedly, I also found this
obtusely observed physiological analysis of my fellow conscript quite amusing at the time, but
wouldn’t dare smirk or acknowledge the suffering of chubby guy for fear of eliciting further
unwanted attention from instructors.No, in the end, my first brush with our instructors could’ve
gone far worse than it did, plus, the 7-meal, 5-shits’ fat-gag firmly deflected attention onto the
other guy … for a little while at least.The Trinity nickname, coined by Corporal Moustache, stuck
with me throughout JL’s and into Angola and, secretly, I came to enjoy the reference to a
frustratingly laid-back, gun-slinging, womaniser who regularly arrived late but often contributed
to saving the day.My name is David Robert Mannall; just one of hundreds of thousands of white
boys conscripted to National Service during the 1960’s, 70’s, 80’s and early ’90’s in defence of
homeland and border security, primarily against the ever present threat of Communist
sponsored terrorism and, the worst case scenario, possible Communist-backed takeover.In the
army, English speaking lads were ‘affectionately’ referred to as ‘Soutie’, or ‘Soutpiel’, which
directly translated is ‘Salty’ or ‘Salt-Dick’ – a reference to us having one leg in England, the other
leg in South Africa with our collective penises dangling in the Atlantic Ocean.I grew up fairly
apolitical, didn’t pay much attention to current affairs but was aware that the differentiation of
respect/rights for people based on colour (Apartheid) didn’t seem fair, but like most white South
Africans couldn’t see a credible alternative which also ensured my country didn’t follow the
example of neighbouring Zimbabwe, which had rapidly been transformed from the breadbasket
of Africa, run by a racist white government (very bad), to one of Africa’s notable basket-cases,
run into the ground by a racist black government (apparently far more palatable to the
international community, many of whom had themselves been directly meddling in Africa for
centuries until getting their fingers burned in the oven of nationalist uprisings).At High School, as
the date loomed when we became legally required to make ourselves available for National
Service ‘call-up’, we heard rumour of some okes (guys) refusing to heed the call on moral or
religious grounds. Draft dodgers spent four years in jail which was, as it turned out, another great
incentive for patriotism.I was quite pleased they would do jail time, it seemed a nonsense to me



not to do your ‘bit’ for your country, for your society. To me it was simply Red and White, not
Black and White; the real and present danger posed by Communism was what I believed we
were defending ourselves from, but of course, there could be occasion where the Government
might call on the army to ‘quell’ civil uprising, but this was primarily to enforce a fire-break
between warring factions.Some guys legitimately postponed service by beginning Tertiary
education, which had some real benefits. The army treated graduates more like grown-ups,
sometimes even allowing these guys to gain additional experience in their chosen field if it suited
army requirements for example, Engineering, Mechanical and Medical degrees. The army
almost fell over itself in its haste to award these intellectual giants the highest possible rank
attainable during the two-years – ‘two-pip’ or full Lieutenant.I had absolutely no idea what career
options appealed, High School academia had not left me confident, or interested in learning
within a formal setting like university. And then there was the not insignificant matter of privately
funding Tertiary education to consider, it seemed unthinkable to me to blow my parents’ modest
savings on an expensive university education when I wasn’t even sure what course to study. The
options apparently available to me were either accountancy (boring) or law (not academically
equipped) and if neither of these happened I’d end up a Garbage collector or Postman, or so the
narrative went.Dad’s connections to the seafaring community meant that, with a few strings
pulled, I probably could’ve joined the Navy, but in a pique of teenage angst, I rejected his offer of
assistance and instead accepted the outcome of an IBM computer algorithm programmed
simply to alter the course of many young lives, some irrevocably.Truth is I could’ve ‘legitimately’
dodged the whole business of National Service by hitching a ride on a Boeing 747 back to
Heathrow. My folks had immigrated to South Africa months after I was born, partly for
employment opportunities and partly because of our family connection to the country: my mom
spent some of her childhood in King William’s Town and my maternal grandma (nee De Vos)
was South African going back quite a few generations, so my birth-right back in Blighty awaited,
should the need ever arise.My ‘Old Man’, displaced during World War II and permanently
separated from his baby sister, had a childhood further blighted at the age of five by the tragic
loss of his young mother to Cancer. Just as soon as legally able, aged 15, he joined the
Merchant Navy and worked his way up the officer ranks on ‘mail-ships’, between England and
South Africa, for Union Castle Line. By the mid 60’s, Union Castle began taking advantage of the
lucrative passenger market by offering ‘cruises’ on the three week journey between Cape Town
and Southampton.Fortuitously for my sisters and I, our mother’s favourite aunty stumped up the
cash (£21) so she could travel from South Africa via Southampton, and then overland to
Dumfries in Scotland to complete her midwifery training.Once aboard Pretoria Castle, the
attractive and lithesome 20-year old Elizabeth quickly came to the attention of a number of sea-
dog officers, including my Dad, and as fate would have it, by the time the crew conducted the
traditional ‘rites-of-passage’ ceremony to mark Equatorial crossing about 10 days into the
journey, my parents’ 47-year romance had begun taking its first fledgling footsteps.Within three
years of crossing the Equatorial divide together, they were married, and very shortly afterwards



Baby Carol arrived with a second kid (me) hot on her pink heels.My younger sister, Jennifer,
wouldn’t make her appearance for another four years, by which time we were well settled into
our Port Elizabeth home, but by time Junior school started Dad had taken promotion to Harbour
Pilot up the East coast at Durban.My sisters and I were raised to be net-contributors to society,
so it never really occurred to me to dodge National Service; back then it simply seemed the right
and proper thing ‘ … to do your bit for your country’. Without doubt, the IBM algorithm altered my
life and it’s certain that, had I done National Service as a ‘Swabby’ in the Navy, it would’ve been
tough in a few notably different ways.True, I probably never would’ve found myself staring down
the business end of a 100mm smoothbore fully operational Russian Main Battle Tank (MBT)
cannon but would’ve been taught to scuba-dive and face the ocean’s MBT, like Hammerhead
and Ragged-Tooth sharks, which probably would’ve been a lot more fun, certainly safer.For
some boys, the computer algorithm was either a ticket to two years ‘living it up’, intense hardship
or something in-between. For others, it was a death sentence, simple as that.This was, of
course, unknowable to us when, toward the end of our final year at high school, guys started
coming to class waving call-up papers naming places and bases previously unknown in my
world.It was happening; letters were being sent out for the next call-up, it was only a matter of
time ‘til my name got IBM dot matrixed onto perforated paper and folded by some ‘aunty’ …
unless, somehow, the papers went missing … rumours spread of guys mysteriously overlooked
by the system. Perhaps I could be one of those, if I got lucky, somehow?No such luck Private
Mannall!Two days later, I came home to find a small cheap-looking brown window-envelope
propped up against a vase on the dining room table. My name and a long number were
dreadfully evident in the plastic window. With racing pulse, I unceremoniously tore the envelope
open, whipped out the flimsy call-up papers and undid the Auntie’s folding, my calm expression
disguising heavy trepidation.But actually, my first reaction was one of rising excitement when I
saw the unit name – 2 Special Services Battalion (2SSB). Despite knowing nothing at all about
2SSB the name implied something quite important; ‘Special Forces’ perhaps? Scary, but at the
same time it hinted at thrilling possibilities, who wouldn’t want to be part of something important?
The very next thing that struck me was that 2SSB was located somewhere I’d hitherto never
known of, a place called Zeerust!“Mom, please grab the Atlas map of South Africa! Where, or
what, is Zeerust?”We easily found the name in the index – Zeerust was the very last name; and
the grid-reference located it close to the country’s northern border.I was deflated, “Jeez Ma”, I
moaned, “Could they have sent me any further from home? To a place so insignificant it was
given the very last name available to the committee in charge of naming places?”For a fun-
loving free spirit, this Zeerust dump I’d never heard of sounded like the arse-end of nowhere,
about as far from family, friends, the ocean and modernity as I imagined possible. Perhaps I’d
been a teenage tool for spurning the possible Navy deal.Vasbyt boetie (Hold tight young
brother), was the typical response to anything tough and army related – just get on with it, and
do your bit like everyone else.I reproached myself, why hadn’t I been paying more attention, but
it was too late for alternatives, the die was cast, my computer-gifted fate sealed. So, as did



thousands of other boys around the country, Mom and I went shopping for boot polish, padlocks
and parchment (for writing letters home).I ‘klaared-aan’ (checked-in) to the army January 1986,
still aged 17.On arrival at Natal Command we were strongly advised to remove any contraband
and send it home with our families. I wasn’t the contraband carrying type but still had a quick
look through the bag, perhaps to distract myself from the impending farewells.Saying goodbye to
the folks wasn’t as bad as I had expected, it probably helped being among hundreds of other
boys doing exactly the same thing. They say there’s safety in numbers, don’t they?Following a
brief presentation by the unit commander, we were loaded onto Troop transport vehicles and
taken to Durban’s central train station where we embarked a sleeper train for the journey to
2SSB.As it turned out the 36 hour jaunt to Zeerust was actually quite a jol (fun), the officers and
NCOs in charge were fairly rustig (chilled) and, with only one notable exception, mostly they left
us alone to chat in our six-berth cabins.Groups of guys who knew each other from school
crammed the train’s narrow corridors, others hung from windows whistling at anything remotely
female, or hurling abuse as befit the encounter.At about the same time, a guy called Jonas
Savimbi, a rebel leader in Angola was meeting with US President Ronald Reagan at the White
House, requesting and receiving his support with UNITA’s (National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola) long running battle for power against an increasingly Communist-
backed government.This historic meeting, it seemed, had no bearing whatsoever on the young
recruits crammed into the narrow-gauge train as it slowly clattered its way through the night and
into the following day, but for many of those boys Savimbi had just collected a piece of the
puzzle.The journey reminded me of equally long childhood train trips to my Uncle John’s farm in
the Karoo and, as then, it was impossible now not be awed as the landscape changed from one
of mountainous grandeur to wide-open expansive escarpment with seemingly never-ending
horizons as we steamed through some of South Africa’s most stunning scenery.Given the
relatively benign leadership on the train, and a growing sense of fate shared, the guys in my 6-
berth cabin quickly relaxed. Fledgling friendships formed, ribald teasing followed and it quickly
became apparent that any perceived weakness would be pounced upon, highlighted and
mercilessly exploited, a bit like high school but with nowhere to run at the end of the day. Early
on I was offered a great opportunity to enhance my credentials when some bloke asked me if I
knew what it was like to ‘trip on acid’.As if I knew!! But to save face I proceeded to fabricate a
cock-n-bull account of ‘tripping’ based only on snippets of anecdotal info acquired over the
years. This guy, Wentzel, was so excited by my account that he decided he wanted to ‘trip’ right
then and there. Not the brightest light on the train, he wondered if he could get acid directly from
a torch battery. I’d never heard of it but simply agreed with him and went on to concoct this
ridiculously convoluted idea that by sucking the positive terminal on a battery while holding an
index finger to the opposite end, he could draw out acid and experience a ‘trip’.He bought it,
hook, line and sinker! For about 20 minutes the crazy fool sucked on a triple-A battery!When he
still wasn’t getting a buzz we suggested finding a larger battery. Unsurprisingly, a quarter hour
later, it had still had no effect on him, so I suggested, “ … the batteries must be flat”, and he



believed it!!Truth was I knew nothing at all about drugs, not really. Tripping on acid was way off
my radar, I mean, I wouldn’t countenance taking a puff of a cigarette, let alone smoking Dagga
[Marijuana], which a few mates had already tried.No, in those days, I wanted nothing at all to do
with drug-taking, except for occasional alcohol binges, so I suppose alcohol was my drug of
choice during National Service, and that was cool, because pretty much everyone else did
it.After a couple stops to scoop up more young boys on the Zeerust express, we finally arrived at
the tiny town’s rusty train station, ordered to disembark onto the threadbare strip of poor excuse
for a platform.And then the shouting started.We were ordered to stand to attention and barked at
for what seemed like ages by some military heavyweight before eight large tarpaulin-covered
troop transport trucks arrived in convoy. Chocolate brown tailgates dropped open and for the first
time we practised the technique of hurriedly clambering aboard without face-planting the deck or
unforgiving steel-tube benches. The prime seats at the rear of the Samil 50’s were quickly
snapped up but even from my seat deep inside the truck it was apparent Zeerust had very little
to offer a boy looking for fun.Once again we were brought together in rather shabby formation, it
seemed some okes were not trying very hard to fall in line, behaving almost as if their call up to
the army was a joke, and what they certainly weren’t to be intimidated by military hierarchy. The
army had yet to show them the error of their ways.Roll-call followed further haranguing and then
we were allocated to large chicken-shed-like bungalows for processing.The following three or
four days involved some relatively light exercise, health screening and very brutal haircuts, but
mostly we spent our time queuing to fill in endless sheets of carbonated paper onto which we
signed away our lives in return for a few bits of army-issue threads, boots and fine-dining
equipment including water-bottle, cooking pots and the ubiquitous pik- stel (knife, fork, spoon
combo). We even signed for a large steel storage box called a ‘Trommel’ – not the sort of thing
anyone was likely to lose, it was hard enough just to carry the thing empty back to our bungalow,
some guys even had to buddy up!So much of it was alien to me, meeting blokes from across the
country, some with very different accents and backgrounds, people I’d never imagined
existed.Some guy taught me my first important survival skill, how to make free calls by gluing
cotton thread to a ten cent coin, or using metal clips to connect two wires that had been exposed
from the public payphone outside our bungalow.Meal times quickly became a popular interlude
to our day; breakfast often included fried eggs, which was a bonus because we seldom got eggs
for brekkie at home, though admittedly the eggs at home never had a blue tinge about them!
Boxes of Ouma rusks made the large urns of sweet tea we got twice a day quite a crowd
pleaser.Most guys in the bungalow got on together quite well, I was making new friends, and the
punishments weren’t as bad as people had made out. So it seemed this forced army-thing
wasn’t gonna be so bad after all.Then, just as the tsunami of carbonated paper subsided, the
entire cohort of four hundred, or so, new Troopers (the name given to soldiers at bottom rung of
Armoured Corps) were called to attention on the parade ground in front of a cabal of big cheese
officers including Colonel T. Beyleveldt, Officer Commanding School of Armour.The Colonel told
us he’d come up from Bloemfontein to find the best among us to become Junior Leaders,



bringing with him yet another tsunami of carbon paper. Beyleveldt proceeded to deliver a rousing
speech in which he described the pride of being part of the South African Armoured Corps
(SAAC) and why we should strive to do our very best for God, country and self during the
coming two years.Admittedly, for me anyway, it was quite a rousing speech, and the possibility of
becoming a Tank commander was mentioned, dispelling any lingering thoughts I might’ve had of
forgoing any opportunity to achieve the best I could during service, unlike some guys in the
bungalow who said stuff like: “kak man, why sign up for even more of this army bullshit, that’ll
only give these bastards more excuse to fuck us around … ”The following three days involved a
battery of tests, interviews and questionnaires on ‘Selection’ course. In the end it would’ve been
disappointing not to have been offered assignment to a different unit, any unit other than the one
I was at, surely there could be no more remote location than Zeerust, other than Siberia
perhaps?It seemed, wherever I got posted, it could only be an improvement on the status quo,
and then there was the big carrot on offer – Junior Officer training (AKA junior leader or JL
training). This was an opportunity to rise above the crowd a little, maybe get treated better, for
example officers and NCOs ate most meals on china plates rather than the stamped-steel army
issue mess-hall vark- panne (pig-plates) so loved by army’s and prisons.So a week after leaving
Durban we were called to the parade ground for the umpteenth time. Names were called and
‘successful’ candidates told to hand back most of their recently issued kit (cue yet another paper
tsunami), before being loaded onto buses and transferred to a number of onward bases for
Basic Training.School of Armour’s primary role was to train Olifant (Elephant) Main Battle Tank
(MBT) crews, Armoured car Commanders and Squadron JL’s (Lieutenants and Corporals).The
January ’86 intake totalled about 140 guys who were assigned by some unseen hand (probably
not IBM this time) to a MBT Squadron and three Armoured car Squadrons, each squad with its
own 32-bed bungalow.By this stage we’d been in the system for a week. Those first seven days
at Zeerust seemed like a vacation in a cheap 1960’s holiday camp but thankfully they’d been
relatively pain free. Instructors were probably on a short leash, ordered to be ‘nice’, break us in
gently. That changed soon as ‘Selection’ ended.From the moment we were shipped out to our
respective units the mood intensified.Instructors from School of Armour (Pantserskool) escorted
us by bus the 500 kilometre trip to Bloemfontein, this was their first opportunity to acquaint
themselves with their new charges and they wasted no time testing the boys for bad attitude.On
arrival at Pantserskool my group got assigned to the 2nd Armoured Car Group AKA Bravo (B)
Squadron.During our first briefing we were warned that completing the course, with an expected
40% drop-out rate, was by no means assured, we’d have to survive eleven months of rigorous
physical, psychological and knowledge-based examination and, in theory, be prepared for
whatever challenges lay beyond.For some successful JL’s, second year would mean ‘time to
take things easy, kick back and chill’, on potentially plum onward postings to ‘cushy’ training
units, or in-country bases with an Armoured Corps presence, this is where I hoped and expected
to end up.For a small number of successful JL’s, second year meant a 12-month tour to the
relatively dangerous SWA/Angola border camps, 2000km north, charged with commanding



equally young second-year Troopers from the training units 1 & 2SSB.And for a tiny number, fate
would see them spend months locked in near daily mortal combat against an overwhelmingly
stronger, better equipped, but less well-trained enemy.And finally, sadly, a number were destined
to sacrifice their lives in defence of our country.I just happened to be one of those whose destiny
it was to be on, or near, the bleeding edge of the largest mechanised conflict ever prosecuted in
Southern Africa, and the largest build up of mechanised military hardware in Africa since
WW2.My involvement on the frontline was by no means assured when I signed up for JL’s
because there were plenty of opportunities for me to alter the course of my journey, and with
hindsight it’s quite easy to note the decisions, and mistakes made during 1986, undoubtedly
influencing decisions made by others responsible for steering my fate.Given recent history, it
was nigh on impossible for anyone, certainly from a civilian perspective, to presage the
magnitude of cataclysm awaiting us unwitting teenagers. We had absolutely no idea what lay
ahead, how could we?I was totally oblivious, ignorant in fact, to the harsh realities of the two-
decades-old Angolan War and the guiding over-watch and incrementally increasing support
provided by Communist countries and sympathisers.The on-off Angolan civil war, and SADF’s
involvement in it, was conducted largely outside the reach of government-controlled media,
consequently very little was known of South Africa’s often clandestine involvement
therein.Primarily, the South African government was more interested in crushing the terrorist
organisation SWAPO in order to preserve the status quo with its South West African (Namibia)
protectorate, rather than getting embroiled in Angola’s decades-long armed power struggle.As
most kids did in the 70’s, I played Cowboys and ‘Injuns’ with the boys who lived in my road,
oblivious that during this period older boys were travelling deep into Angola to root out bands of
terrorists in a kind of tit-for-tat insurgency war of attrition, a bit like that faced by US and Allied
forces against the Taliban in Afghanistan during the past decade.We played ‘battles’ in the large
pine forest adjoining our house, learning to lay booby-traps and build impregnable rock forts with
large branches interlaced to form a sturdy roof structure.The forest was so popular with us kids
that I approached my Dad with a request that he should buy it for me in lieu of birthday and
Christmas presents for the rest of my life.I think this was motivated by the potential loss of our
playground following the construction of a nearby massive residential complex ironically named
‘Paradise Valley’.No shit! That is what they called this sprawling monstrosity consisting about
800 apartments blighting the forest about a mile from our place. That name, to me, is a perfect
example of irony, it was Paradise until they dumped a few million tons of cast concrete onto it,
and yet they still had the audacity to call it Paradise Valley – more like Paradise Lost!However,
the massive construction site and lax health & safety regulation gifted us with yet another fun
playground, but the truth is … I was no alpha male sports star rampaging Rambo-style through
my teens seeking out fights or intentionally infringing the law, with the notable exception perhaps
of the small matter relating to the age at which alcohol consumption can legally
commence.Gifted with absolutely no musical talent other than, allegedly, a half-decent singing
voice, Mom finally gave up trying to force me to learn piano, or any other instrument for that



matter. My folks’ musical taste was firmly rooted in the 60’s whereas my sisters and I were more
inclined to listen to our few prized music cassettes of unsanctioned New Romantic music
popularised by the likes of Duran Duran, Pet Shop Boys, Depeche Mode and Frankie goes to
Hollywood. Paul Hardcastle surprised us all when he told the world “ … the average age of a
combat soldier in Vietnam was 19”. It seemed incredible to us that boys so young were sent into
war. I knew WW1 & 2 veterans were sometimes much younger than that, but those were less
civilised times, weren’t they?When the technology finally arrived in SA, we’d bootleg tunes
‘illegally’ from the Friday night Top 40 radio show directly onto a TDK tape-cassette using one of
those hi-tech all-in-one portable radio-cassette players.By the time I turned 17, meeting girls, or
the pursuit of opportunities to meet girls, was second only in importance to hanging out with my
‘crew’ of school mates and maybe getting mildly drunk on four small bottles of beer on a Friday
night and, if extremely fortunate, getting a smooch, ‘graunch’ and hip-grind on the dance-floor.At
that point the Angolan war wasn’t really on my radar so to speak, although, I was vaguely aware
of occasional news reports about soldiers dying ‘on operational duties on The Border’, and then
there were times in Church that Reverend’s Hays and Nicolson would ask us to pray for sons of
the congregation either ‘called-up’ to the army or currently engaged in ‘the Operational
Area’.Introduction“Charlie Squadron, we’re holding for artillery ‘ripple’ bombardment. Close all
hatches!” Cloete’s clipped command crackled simultaneously in each of the 12 crew
commander’s headsets.I dropped into the turret, quickly pulling the dome-shaped commander’s
hatch shut above my head. There was nothing more to do than wait at the ready, and pray that
our incoming artillery ordinance was on target.We’d only once before used artillery at such close
quarters. These guys were shooting from ten, fifteen clicks away, sometimes much further, so it
had the potential to get a bit hairy. Deadly explosions so close to our front line we couldn’t be
certain if they were friendly or enemy bombs, but this was the nature of prosecuting close-
quarters combat in such densely forested terrain. Not an ideal playground for armoured
clashes.My crewmates and I waited in heavy silence for what seemed ages, but within two
minutes … that familiar whistling of incoming ordinance, the unmistakeable flash of exploding
munitions erupting no more than a few hundred metres ahead, and then the crump, crump,
thump as a few tons of high explosive shells detonated down-range.This was good!Dead-eye
mortar men, in concert with their long-range artillery and MRL (multiple rocket launcher)
counterparts, released a well orchestrated ripple of shock-and-awe onto enemy positions like
some kind of macabre fireworks display climaxing for three or four minutes, maybe longer.Then,
as quickly as it started, it was over. The forest fell silent once more; I opened and locked the
hatch above my head in its 90 degree ‘up’ position while re-evaluating the target area ahead. It
seemed quite a lot of forest foliage beyond our immediate tree line, had been stripped bare,
creating a sort of ‘no-man’s land’ clearing, across which opposing forces could, and would,
operate on this otherwise inauspicious day.A minute later, Charlie’s 12 crew commander’s
headsets barked back to life with Cloete’s unwelcomed command: “Charlie Squadron, move out
in formation … May God be with you all.” I wondered if God was conflicted about which side to



protect.I relayed the update to my crew, “okay boys this is it! Driver, let’s move out. Gunner,
prepare to fire.”Today, after 20 months of training, preparation, lesser battles and skirmishes
against a much larger, more powerful enemy, all the pieces of the monstrous mechanised
military jigsaw puzzle finally dropped into place.The stage had been set for THE Battle on the
Lomba, but of course we didn’t know this at the time because, after a month in the hot zone,
today’s battle was expected to be fairly similar to previous actions where contact was broken off
within an hour or so due to difficulty with visibility or that enemy positions were so well
entrenched. Digging them out would cost too many of our lives.It wasn’t always thus …THE
BEGINNINGAt 17 and three quarter years old, I might’ve been described as a fairly scrawny
baby-faced ‘late-developer’ on the day I turned up for my stint of National Service.In fact, at that
stage of life I was late for pretty much everything … Late for school, late handing in homework,
late getting dressed for church, late finding a girl for the final year [Matric] dance. Damn!The truth
is, even puberty arrived embarrassingly late for me. Age 17, I’d only recently begun scraping
sparse patches of wispy fluff off my baby face and my pube collection was more semi-arid
desert than the subtropical over-growth sported by some lads in my high school changing
rooms.Fuck! How did I get left so far behind? It was bad enough that we were being shipped off
to god-knows-where, worse still that some guys looked like men while I, still looked very much
boy!And what’s more, I was still a virgin!I know, you’re thinking, “what the hell does virginity have
to do with war and death?” But I felt that my limited hands-on experience of close-quarter
contact with the female kind was quite evidently and woefully inadequate in a man’s world,
what’s more it seemed inconceivable we should be prepared to lay down our lives, or take lives
for our country denied of this apparent human highlight.If pushed into a corner about my sexual
exploits, I could bluff and obfuscate a little, but knew my meagre knowledge of female workings
wouldn’t withstand much probing by those who’d actually ‘been there’.Finally, and this was
perhaps my greatest shortcoming as far as the army was concerned, though thankfully I was not
the only one so afflicted, I was an Engelsman (Englishman)! From Durban. Probably the very
worst combination of character flaws from the perspective of an Afrikaaner army
instructor.Afrikaaners were still a bit miffed at the comings and goings of the ‘arrogant’ British
Empire and by association, its subjects, for getting greedy in the 19th Century, reneging on land
treaties, and then sending ship-loads of redcoats to take back land it had previously given away
after realising just how valuable the gold-laden rocks were north of the Orange river, an area
known as The Highveld.Although this historic nastiness happened a century or so earlier, it had
led to some rather brutal conflicts between the two sides and the establishment of concentration
camps for wives and children of the less well equipped Boers—a colloquial Afrikaans word
meaning ‘farmer’ by which the original Dutch settlers had come to be known.Growing up in a
predominantly English neighborhood I’d been blissfully unaware some Afrikaaners were unable
to let these Colonial bygones be bygones. And then I discovered that Afrikaaners pretty much
ran and owned the modern South African military machine, it was hardwired in their DNA.So, on
my arrival to this modern day military machine I was a tad concerned my personal



‘shortcomings’ were to be like some unholy Trinity of flaws that increased my chance of being
singled out, teased, humiliated or opvokked (fucked up) by the bellowing army instructors who’d
just taken ‘ownership’ of us at the immaculately laid out, but intimidating, School of Armour
[Pantserskool], one of a number of high profile units based at the South African Army’s military
complex at Tempe, Bloemfontein.Bloemfontein [Flower-fountain] in bloom, South Africa’s fifth
largest city, was as beautiful as it was conservative.Situated in the heartland of Orange Free
State Province, Bloemfontein was possibly the most Afrikaans place in the world. Certainly it
was so in my limited experience.The stunning scenery of the region belied potentially savage
weather conditions. It is one of those areas that experiences extreme summer heat, as you’d
expect in Africa, but that also gets very cold during a short, sharp winter. In fact, the coming
winter (1986) would be my first African encounter of ‘the formation of ice outside a domestic
freezer’! This kind of cold, particularly at night-time is most unsuitable for a Durbanite.Concerns
regarding my ‘shortcomings’ were not, it seems, wholly unfounded. One of the intimidating,
muscular, and freakily moustachioed men singled me out for special attention. “Jy!” (You!), he
bellowed at me in Afrikaans.Shit! Clammy palm time!I realised with a shudder the tough guy was
shouting at me. What had I done wrong to get noticed so quickly? Had I moved a muscle while
standing to attention, had I marched poorly, or was this the curse of my unholy Trinity of failings
already blighting my two-year legally sanctioned National Service?Perhaps I’d just made the
wrong kind of eye contact with him. “Uhm yes, yes sir” I squeaked nervously.Moustache-man
tough guy immediately swelled up like a Puffer Fish, rage etching deep fissures across his sun-
hardened face!Obviously, in my ignorance, I’d given the wrong answer! His volcanic reaction to
my mumbled reply surely would not have been worse if I’d just dropped my army-issue brown
overalls and urinated on his magnificently polished size 10’s!He launched into a blistering tirade
which went something like this …“Hoekom praat jy met my in Engels piel-neus?” (Why are you
talking to me in English, dick-nose?) I got the distinct impression this was not meant as a
compliment.He went on, “Lyk ek vir jou soos n sag-piel Officier, jou klein kak!?” (Do I look like a
soft-cock officer to you, you little shit!?)I felt the blood drain from my face as I desperately tried to
calculate the magnitude of my mistake.If I’d had the magical powers of David Copperfield I
would have frikkin-well vanished right out of there in a puff-o-smoke but the enraged beast was
far from satisfied and I had nowhere to go. He continued, “ … ek is n Korporaal jou klein kak, sak
en gee vir my 20 push-ups!” (I’m a Corporal, you little shit, drop and give me 20 push-ups!)I
immediately dropped to the floor to perform the first of many thousands of punishment push-ups
during the coming year on ‘Junior Leader’ (JL) training.The Corporal helpfully counted, in
Afrikaans, demanding a quick, lactic-acid-inducing tempo. “Een, Twee, Drie … negetien, twintig.
Nou staan op!” (Now stand up!)Breathing hard, sweat beginning to run down my back, I stood to
attention. Through the fog of embarrassment at being singled out, I figured there were a number
of valuable lessons to be learned from this brief encounter.• One: The enraged beast’s rank
was that of ‘Corporal’ and he needed, nay insisted, to be addressed thus, and only in Afrikaans
language because, in truth, pretty much everything was conducted in Afrikaans – the army’s first



language but unfortunately, my extremely weak second language. Mom used to say, “ … David
your Afrikaans, at the age of four, when we lived in Port Elizabeth, was better then, than now age
17, why?” Fact is I’d had Afrikaans playmates back then, but since moving to a predominantly
English city (Durban, AKA; The Last British Outpost) Afrikaans was another one of the subjects
I’d never really troubled myself much with learning at school, but like everything else I’d
encountered in the past week, it paid to learn lessons pretty damn quick to improve my chances
of surviving the strictly enforced 24-month call-up unscathed – relatively speaking that is. But …
• Two: My understanding of spoken Afrikaans wasn’t as bad as I’d previously thought, though
the business of learning to speak the language fluently would require a combination of both time
and punishment.• Three: My scrawny 7th team rugby physique could just about manage 20
push- ups, but my pride wasn’t yet accustomed to the sense of shame at being singled out and
watched by my peers as I wiggled my way through the last few reps. It seemed I could’ve
prepared myself a little better for army life, and …• Four: The army-issue rule book we’d been
given a week ago, which clearly stated that swearing or foul language would not be tolerated in
the army was, it seemed, just a little inaccurate, on that one particular point, at least. This
begged the rather unsettling question: Which other army rules would be so glibly disregarded
during the next two years?I rejoined Bravo (B) Squadron, which consisted of 31 other boys who,
like me, had just been bussed to this place Tempe, a sprawling military base the likes of which
most of us had probably never imagined. It was like a small town, and home of (amongst others)
1 South African Infantry (1SAI), 1 Parachute Battalion (1Para) and School of Armour, which sat
atop the hill at Tempe like a colossus dominating the other Corps and quaint city below.This was
to be our home for the next eleven months, admittedly it was hard not to get drawn in by the
gravity of the environment and to feel a little bit proud of the place, the unit and especially the
Corps.Corporal Moustache seemed suitably satisfied he’d impressed his significant, and total,
authority over me, and it’s also fair to say I was still kukking myself [bricking it] when he stepped
forward, right up into my barely-started-shaving face, looked me up and down, and then shouted
over to his fellow non-commissioned officers (NCOs), “Haai, julle, die eene lyk soos Trinity” (Hey,
you guys, this one looks like Trinity.)I was stunned! How could he have possibly known about my
unholy Trinity of ‘flaws’?He looked back at me, his eyes softening for an instant as he asked in
pretty good, but thickly accented braying English, “Have you seen the movie ‘They call me
Trinity’ starring Terrence Hill?”Immediately I began trawling my academically inadequate
memory banks. Nothing!“Nnnn nee Korporaal” (No Corporal) I stammered, which was about all
the Afrikaans verbeage I could muster with any confidence at that moment. I hadn’t seen that
movie, hadn’t heard of the film, didn’t know what Terrence Hill looked like then, nor what he
might have looked like 15 years previously when he starred alongside Bud Spencer in that
series of ‘Spaghetti Westerns’ popular in the early 70’s.Anyway, I had no idea why it should
matter, nor if this apparent doppelganger was going to be an asset to aid my survival during
training, or a grindingly painful millstone with which I’d be lumbered?The Corporal called to his
fellow NCOs, still in English, pointed at me and said, ‘From now on this one will be known as



Trinity!’Satisfied, the Corporal lost interest in me and began haranguing a fellow
‘roofie’ (derogatory nickname for new conscripts) for being a bit over-weight, “ … en die eene is
sewe maaltye voor, en fyf kakke agter” (… and this guy is seven meals ahead, and five shits’
behind) he barked, much to the amusement of his fellow instructors.Admittedly, I also found this
obtusely observed physiological analysis of my fellow conscript quite amusing at the time, but
wouldn’t dare smirk or acknowledge the suffering of chubby guy for fear of eliciting further
unwanted attention from instructors.No, in the end, my first brush with our instructors could’ve
gone far worse than it did, plus, the 7-meal, 5-shits’ fat-gag firmly deflected attention onto the
other guy … for a little while at least.The Trinity nickname, coined by Corporal Moustache, stuck
with me throughout JL’s and into Angola and, secretly, I came to enjoy the reference to a
frustratingly laid-back, gun-slinging, womaniser who regularly arrived late but often contributed
to saving the day.My name is David Robert Mannall; just one of hundreds of thousands of white
boys conscripted to National Service during the 1960’s, 70’s, 80’s and early ’90’s in defence of
homeland and border security, primarily against the ever present threat of Communist
sponsored terrorism and, the worst case scenario, possible Communist-backed takeover.In the
army, English speaking lads were ‘affectionately’ referred to as ‘Soutie’, or ‘Soutpiel’, which
directly translated is ‘Salty’ or ‘Salt-Dick’ – a reference to us having one leg in England, the other
leg in South Africa with our collective penises dangling in the Atlantic Ocean.I grew up fairly
apolitical, didn’t pay much attention to current affairs but was aware that the differentiation of
respect/rights for people based on colour (Apartheid) didn’t seem fair, but like most white South
Africans couldn’t see a credible alternative which also ensured my country didn’t follow the
example of neighbouring Zimbabwe, which had rapidly been transformed from the breadbasket
of Africa, run by a racist white government (very bad), to one of Africa’s notable basket-cases,
run into the ground by a racist black government (apparently far more palatable to the
international community, many of whom had themselves been directly meddling in Africa for
centuries until getting their fingers burned in the oven of nationalist uprisings).At High School, as
the date loomed when we became legally required to make ourselves available for National
Service ‘call-up’, we heard rumour of some okes (guys) refusing to heed the call on moral or
religious grounds. Draft dodgers spent four years in jail which was, as it turned out, another great
incentive for patriotism.I was quite pleased they would do jail time, it seemed a nonsense to me
not to do your ‘bit’ for your country, for your society. To me it was simply Red and White, not
Black and White; the real and present danger posed by Communism was what I believed we
were defending ourselves from, but of course, there could be occasion where the Government
might call on the army to ‘quell’ civil uprising, but this was primarily to enforce a fire-break
between warring factions.Some guys legitimately postponed service by beginning Tertiary
education, which had some real benefits. The army treated graduates more like grown-ups,
sometimes even allowing these guys to gain additional experience in their chosen field if it suited
army requirements for example, Engineering, Mechanical and Medical degrees. The army
almost fell over itself in its haste to award these intellectual giants the highest possible rank



attainable during the two-years – ‘two-pip’ or full Lieutenant.I had absolutely no idea what career
options appealed, High School academia had not left me confident, or interested in learning
within a formal setting like university. And then there was the not insignificant matter of privately
funding Tertiary education to consider, it seemed unthinkable to me to blow my parents’ modest
savings on an expensive university education when I wasn’t even sure what course to study. The
options apparently available to me were either accountancy (boring) or law (not academically
equipped) and if neither of these happened I’d end up a Garbage collector or Postman, or so the
narrative went.Dad’s connections to the seafaring community meant that, with a few strings
pulled, I probably could’ve joined the Navy, but in a pique of teenage angst, I rejected his offer of
assistance and instead accepted the outcome of an IBM computer algorithm programmed
simply to alter the course of many young lives, some irrevocably.Truth is I could’ve ‘legitimately’
dodged the whole business of National Service by hitching a ride on a Boeing 747 back to
Heathrow. My folks had immigrated to South Africa months after I was born, partly for
employment opportunities and partly because of our family connection to the country: my mom
spent some of her childhood in King William’s Town and my maternal grandma (nee De Vos)
was South African going back quite a few generations, so my birth-right back in Blighty awaited,
should the need ever arise.My ‘Old Man’, displaced during World War II and permanently
separated from his baby sister, had a childhood further blighted at the age of five by the tragic
loss of his young mother to Cancer. Just as soon as legally able, aged 15, he joined the
Merchant Navy and worked his way up the officer ranks on ‘mail-ships’, between England and
South Africa, for Union Castle Line. By the mid 60’s, Union Castle began taking advantage of the
lucrative passenger market by offering ‘cruises’ on the three week journey between Cape Town
and Southampton.Fortuitously for my sisters and I, our mother’s favourite aunty stumped up the
cash (£21) so she could travel from South Africa via Southampton, and then overland to
Dumfries in Scotland to complete her midwifery training.Once aboard Pretoria Castle, the
attractive and lithesome 20-year old Elizabeth quickly came to the attention of a number of sea-
dog officers, including my Dad, and as fate would have it, by the time the crew conducted the
traditional ‘rites-of-passage’ ceremony to mark Equatorial crossing about 10 days into the
journey, my parents’ 47-year romance had begun taking its first fledgling footsteps.Within three
years of crossing the Equatorial divide together, they were married, and very shortly afterwards
Baby Carol arrived with a second kid (me) hot on her pink heels.My younger sister, Jennifer,
wouldn’t make her appearance for another four years, by which time we were well settled into
our Port Elizabeth home, but by time Junior school started Dad had taken promotion to Harbour
Pilot up the East coast at Durban.My sisters and I were raised to be net-contributors to society,
so it never really occurred to me to dodge National Service; back then it simply seemed the right
and proper thing ‘ … to do your bit for your country’. Without doubt, the IBM algorithm altered my
life and it’s certain that, had I done National Service as a ‘Swabby’ in the Navy, it would’ve been
tough in a few notably different ways.True, I probably never would’ve found myself staring down
the business end of a 100mm smoothbore fully operational Russian Main Battle Tank (MBT)



cannon but would’ve been taught to scuba-dive and face the ocean’s MBT, like Hammerhead
and Ragged-Tooth sharks, which probably would’ve been a lot more fun, certainly safer.For
some boys, the computer algorithm was either a ticket to two years ‘living it up’, intense hardship
or something in-between. For others, it was a death sentence, simple as that.This was, of
course, unknowable to us when, toward the end of our final year at high school, guys started
coming to class waving call-up papers naming places and bases previously unknown in my
world.It was happening; letters were being sent out for the next call-up, it was only a matter of
time ‘til my name got IBM dot matrixed onto perforated paper and folded by some ‘aunty’ …
unless, somehow, the papers went missing … rumours spread of guys mysteriously overlooked
by the system. Perhaps I could be one of those, if I got lucky, somehow?No such luck Private
Mannall!Two days later, I came home to find a small cheap-looking brown window-envelope
propped up against a vase on the dining room table. My name and a long number were
dreadfully evident in the plastic window. With racing pulse, I unceremoniously tore the envelope
open, whipped out the flimsy call-up papers and undid the Auntie’s folding, my calm expression
disguising heavy trepidation.But actually, my first reaction was one of rising excitement when I
saw the unit name – 2 Special Services Battalion (2SSB). Despite knowing nothing at all about
2SSB the name implied something quite important; ‘Special Forces’ perhaps? Scary, but at the
same time it hinted at thrilling possibilities, who wouldn’t want to be part of something important?
The very next thing that struck me was that 2SSB was located somewhere I’d hitherto never
known of, a place called Zeerust!“Mom, please grab the Atlas map of South Africa! Where, or
what, is Zeerust?”We easily found the name in the index – Zeerust was the very last name; and
the grid-reference located it close to the country’s northern border.I was deflated, “Jeez Ma”, I
moaned, “Could they have sent me any further from home? To a place so insignificant it was
given the very last name available to the committee in charge of naming places?”For a fun-
loving free spirit, this Zeerust dump I’d never heard of sounded like the arse-end of nowhere,
about as far from family, friends, the ocean and modernity as I imagined possible. Perhaps I’d
been a teenage tool for spurning the possible Navy deal.Vasbyt boetie (Hold tight young
brother), was the typical response to anything tough and army related – just get on with it, and
do your bit like everyone else.I reproached myself, why hadn’t I been paying more attention, but
it was too late for alternatives, the die was cast, my computer-gifted fate sealed. So, as did
thousands of other boys around the country, Mom and I went shopping for boot polish, padlocks
and parchment (for writing letters home).I ‘klaared-aan’ (checked-in) to the army January 1986,
still aged 17.On arrival at Natal Command we were strongly advised to remove any contraband
and send it home with our families. I wasn’t the contraband carrying type but still had a quick
look through the bag, perhaps to distract myself from the impending farewells.Saying goodbye to
the folks wasn’t as bad as I had expected, it probably helped being among hundreds of other
boys doing exactly the same thing. They say there’s safety in numbers, don’t they?Following a
brief presentation by the unit commander, we were loaded onto Troop transport vehicles and
taken to Durban’s central train station where we embarked a sleeper train for the journey to



2SSB.As it turned out the 36 hour jaunt to Zeerust was actually quite a jol (fun), the officers and
NCOs in charge were fairly rustig (chilled) and, with only one notable exception, mostly they left
us alone to chat in our six-berth cabins.Groups of guys who knew each other from school
crammed the train’s narrow corridors, others hung from windows whistling at anything remotely
female, or hurling abuse as befit the encounter.At about the same time, a guy called Jonas
Savimbi, a rebel leader in Angola was meeting with US President Ronald Reagan at the White
House, requesting and receiving his support with UNITA’s (National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola) long running battle for power against an increasingly Communist-
backed government.This historic meeting, it seemed, had no bearing whatsoever on the young
recruits crammed into the narrow-gauge train as it slowly clattered its way through the night and
into the following day, but for many of those boys Savimbi had just collected a piece of the
puzzle.The journey reminded me of equally long childhood train trips to my Uncle John’s farm in
the Karoo and, as then, it was impossible now not be awed as the landscape changed from one
of mountainous grandeur to wide-open expansive escarpment with seemingly never-ending
horizons as we steamed through some of South Africa’s most stunning scenery.Given the
relatively benign leadership on the train, and a growing sense of fate shared, the guys in my 6-
berth cabin quickly relaxed. Fledgling friendships formed, ribald teasing followed and it quickly
became apparent that any perceived weakness would be pounced upon, highlighted and
mercilessly exploited, a bit like high school but with nowhere to run at the end of the day. Early
on I was offered a great opportunity to enhance my credentials when some bloke asked me if I
knew what it was like to ‘trip on acid’.As if I knew!! But to save face I proceeded to fabricate a
cock-n-bull account of ‘tripping’ based only on snippets of anecdotal info acquired over the
years. This guy, Wentzel, was so excited by my account that he decided he wanted to ‘trip’ right
then and there. Not the brightest light on the train, he wondered if he could get acid directly from
a torch battery. I’d never heard of it but simply agreed with him and went on to concoct this
ridiculously convoluted idea that by sucking the positive terminal on a battery while holding an
index finger to the opposite end, he could draw out acid and experience a ‘trip’.He bought it,
hook, line and sinker! For about 20 minutes the crazy fool sucked on a triple-A battery!When he
still wasn’t getting a buzz we suggested finding a larger battery. Unsurprisingly, a quarter hour
later, it had still had no effect on him, so I suggested, “ … the batteries must be flat”, and he
believed it!!Truth was I knew nothing at all about drugs, not really. Tripping on acid was way off
my radar, I mean, I wouldn’t countenance taking a puff of a cigarette, let alone smoking Dagga
[Marijuana], which a few mates had already tried.No, in those days, I wanted nothing at all to do
with drug-taking, except for occasional alcohol binges, so I suppose alcohol was my drug of
choice during National Service, and that was cool, because pretty much everyone else did
it.After a couple stops to scoop up more young boys on the Zeerust express, we finally arrived at
the tiny town’s rusty train station, ordered to disembark onto the threadbare strip of poor excuse
for a platform.And then the shouting started.We were ordered to stand to attention and barked at
for what seemed like ages by some military heavyweight before eight large tarpaulin-covered



troop transport trucks arrived in convoy. Chocolate brown tailgates dropped open and for the first
time we practised the technique of hurriedly clambering aboard without face-planting the deck or
unforgiving steel-tube benches. The prime seats at the rear of the Samil 50’s were quickly
snapped up but even from my seat deep inside the truck it was apparent Zeerust had very little
to offer a boy looking for fun.Once again we were brought together in rather shabby formation, it
seemed some okes were not trying very hard to fall in line, behaving almost as if their call up to
the army was a joke, and what they certainly weren’t to be intimidated by military hierarchy. The
army had yet to show them the error of their ways.Roll-call followed further haranguing and then
we were allocated to large chicken-shed-like bungalows for processing.The following three or
four days involved some relatively light exercise, health screening and very brutal haircuts, but
mostly we spent our time queuing to fill in endless sheets of carbonated paper onto which we
signed away our lives in return for a few bits of army-issue threads, boots and fine-dining
equipment including water-bottle, cooking pots and the ubiquitous pik- stel (knife, fork, spoon
combo). We even signed for a large steel storage box called a ‘Trommel’ – not the sort of thing
anyone was likely to lose, it was hard enough just to carry the thing empty back to our bungalow,
some guys even had to buddy up!So much of it was alien to me, meeting blokes from across the
country, some with very different accents and backgrounds, people I’d never imagined
existed.Some guy taught me my first important survival skill, how to make free calls by gluing
cotton thread to a ten cent coin, or using metal clips to connect two wires that had been exposed
from the public payphone outside our bungalow.Meal times quickly became a popular interlude
to our day; breakfast often included fried eggs, which was a bonus because we seldom got eggs
for brekkie at home, though admittedly the eggs at home never had a blue tinge about them!
Boxes of Ouma rusks made the large urns of sweet tea we got twice a day quite a crowd
pleaser.Most guys in the bungalow got on together quite well, I was making new friends, and the
punishments weren’t as bad as people had made out. So it seemed this forced army-thing
wasn’t gonna be so bad after all.Then, just as the tsunami of carbonated paper subsided, the
entire cohort of four hundred, or so, new Troopers (the name given to soldiers at bottom rung of
Armoured Corps) were called to attention on the parade ground in front of a cabal of big cheese
officers including Colonel T. Beyleveldt, Officer Commanding School of Armour.The Colonel told
us he’d come up from Bloemfontein to find the best among us to become Junior Leaders,
bringing with him yet another tsunami of carbon paper. Beyleveldt proceeded to deliver a rousing
speech in which he described the pride of being part of the South African Armoured Corps
(SAAC) and why we should strive to do our very best for God, country and self during the
coming two years.Admittedly, for me anyway, it was quite a rousing speech, and the possibility of
becoming a Tank commander was mentioned, dispelling any lingering thoughts I might’ve had of
forgoing any opportunity to achieve the best I could during service, unlike some guys in the
bungalow who said stuff like: “kak man, why sign up for even more of this army bullshit, that’ll
only give these bastards more excuse to fuck us around … ”The following three days involved a
battery of tests, interviews and questionnaires on ‘Selection’ course. In the end it would’ve been



disappointing not to have been offered assignment to a different unit, any unit other than the one
I was at, surely there could be no more remote location than Zeerust, other than Siberia
perhaps?It seemed, wherever I got posted, it could only be an improvement on the status quo,
and then there was the big carrot on offer – Junior Officer training (AKA junior leader or JL
training). This was an opportunity to rise above the crowd a little, maybe get treated better, for
example officers and NCOs ate most meals on china plates rather than the stamped-steel army
issue mess-hall vark- panne (pig-plates) so loved by army’s and prisons.So a week after leaving
Durban we were called to the parade ground for the umpteenth time. Names were called and
‘successful’ candidates told to hand back most of their recently issued kit (cue yet another paper
tsunami), before being loaded onto buses and transferred to a number of onward bases for
Basic Training.School of Armour’s primary role was to train Olifant (Elephant) Main Battle Tank
(MBT) crews, Armoured car Commanders and Squadron JL’s (Lieutenants and Corporals).The
January ’86 intake totalled about 140 guys who were assigned by some unseen hand (probably
not IBM this time) to a MBT Squadron and three Armoured car Squadrons, each squad with its
own 32-bed bungalow.By this stage we’d been in the system for a week. Those first seven days
at Zeerust seemed like a vacation in a cheap 1960’s holiday camp but thankfully they’d been
relatively pain free. Instructors were probably on a short leash, ordered to be ‘nice’, break us in
gently. That changed soon as ‘Selection’ ended.From the moment we were shipped out to our
respective units the mood intensified.Instructors from School of Armour (Pantserskool) escorted
us by bus the 500 kilometre trip to Bloemfontein, this was their first opportunity to acquaint
themselves with their new charges and they wasted no time testing the boys for bad attitude.On
arrival at Pantserskool my group got assigned to the 2nd Armoured Car Group AKA Bravo (B)
Squadron.During our first briefing we were warned that completing the course, with an expected
40% drop-out rate, was by no means assured, we’d have to survive eleven months of rigorous
physical, psychological and knowledge-based examination and, in theory, be prepared for
whatever challenges lay beyond.For some successful JL’s, second year would mean ‘time to
take things easy, kick back and chill’, on potentially plum onward postings to ‘cushy’ training
units, or in-country bases with an Armoured Corps presence, this is where I hoped and expected
to end up.For a small number of successful JL’s, second year meant a 12-month tour to the
relatively dangerous SWA/Angola border camps, 2000km north, charged with commanding
equally young second-year Troopers from the training units 1 & 2SSB.And for a tiny number, fate
would see them spend months locked in near daily mortal combat against an overwhelmingly
stronger, better equipped, but less well-trained enemy.And finally, sadly, a number were destined
to sacrifice their lives in defence of our country.I just happened to be one of those whose destiny
it was to be on, or near, the bleeding edge of the largest mechanised conflict ever prosecuted in
Southern Africa, and the largest build up of mechanised military hardware in Africa since
WW2.My involvement on the frontline was by no means assured when I signed up for JL’s
because there were plenty of opportunities for me to alter the course of my journey, and with
hindsight it’s quite easy to note the decisions, and mistakes made during 1986, undoubtedly



influencing decisions made by others responsible for steering my fate.Given recent history, it
was nigh on impossible for anyone, certainly from a civilian perspective, to presage the
magnitude of cataclysm awaiting us unwitting teenagers. We had absolutely no idea what lay
ahead, how could we?I was totally oblivious, ignorant in fact, to the harsh realities of the two-
decades-old Angolan War and the guiding over-watch and incrementally increasing support
provided by Communist countries and sympathisers.The on-off Angolan civil war, and SADF’s
involvement in it, was conducted largely outside the reach of government-controlled media,
consequently very little was known of South Africa’s often clandestine involvement
therein.Primarily, the South African government was more interested in crushing the terrorist
organisation SWAPO in order to preserve the status quo with its South West African (Namibia)
protectorate, rather than getting embroiled in Angola’s decades-long armed power struggle.As
most kids did in the 70’s, I played Cowboys and ‘Injuns’ with the boys who lived in my road,
oblivious that during this period older boys were travelling deep into Angola to root out bands of
terrorists in a kind of tit-for-tat insurgency war of attrition, a bit like that faced by US and Allied
forces against the Taliban in Afghanistan during the past decade.We played ‘battles’ in the large
pine forest adjoining our house, learning to lay booby-traps and build impregnable rock forts with
large branches interlaced to form a sturdy roof structure.The forest was so popular with us kids
that I approached my Dad with a request that he should buy it for me in lieu of birthday and
Christmas presents for the rest of my life.I think this was motivated by the potential loss of our
playground following the construction of a nearby massive residential complex ironically named
‘Paradise Valley’.No shit! That is what they called this sprawling monstrosity consisting about
800 apartments blighting the forest about a mile from our place. That name, to me, is a perfect
example of irony, it was Paradise until they dumped a few million tons of cast concrete onto it,
and yet they still had the audacity to call it Paradise Valley – more like Paradise Lost!However,
the massive construction site and lax health & safety regulation gifted us with yet another fun
playground, but the truth is … I was no alpha male sports star rampaging Rambo-style through
my teens seeking out fights or intentionally infringing the law, with the notable exception perhaps
of the small matter relating to the age at which alcohol consumption can legally
commence.Gifted with absolutely no musical talent other than, allegedly, a half-decent singing
voice, Mom finally gave up trying to force me to learn piano, or any other instrument for that
matter. My folks’ musical taste was firmly rooted in the 60’s whereas my sisters and I were more
inclined to listen to our few prized music cassettes of unsanctioned New Romantic music
popularised by the likes of Duran Duran, Pet Shop Boys, Depeche Mode and Frankie goes to
Hollywood. Paul Hardcastle surprised us all when he told the world “ … the average age of a
combat soldier in Vietnam was 19”. It seemed incredible to us that boys so young were sent into
war. I knew WW1 & 2 veterans were sometimes much younger than that, but those were less
civilised times, weren’t they?When the technology finally arrived in SA, we’d bootleg tunes
‘illegally’ from the Friday night Top 40 radio show directly onto a TDK tape-cassette using one of
those hi-tech all-in-one portable radio-cassette players.By the time I turned 17, meeting girls, or



the pursuit of opportunities to meet girls, was second only in importance to hanging out with my
‘crew’ of school mates and maybe getting mildly drunk on four small bottles of beer on a Friday
night and, if extremely fortunate, getting a smooch, ‘graunch’ and hip-grind on the dance-floor.At
that point the Angolan war wasn’t really on my radar so to speak, although, I was vaguely aware
of occasional news reports about soldiers dying ‘on operational duties on The Border’, and then
there were times in Church that Reverend’s Hays and Nicolson would ask us to pray for sons of
the congregation either ‘called-up’ to the army or currently engaged in ‘the Operational Area’.
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Mike Whitfield, “Not a great book, but a great story. The author isn’t so much a writer as an
ordinary guy thrust into doing extraordinary things and compelled, much later, to write them
down. Fair warning, the heroes here are young conscripts in late Apartheid South Africa; if that
triggers you, stay away. The story is not well told - the author and his story really deserved better
from his editors. But perhaps that’s for the best, as his rambling, stream of thought account
bears none of an editor’s preconceptions about what he must say and not say.Unless one has
antiquated notions about the white man’s inherent superiority, the main action and indeed the
whole operation are about as amazing as Midway. The SADF was about as outnumbered and
outgunned as any victorious force ever, not even counting giving up air control going in. That
their casualties were so light is simply amazing. This isn’t a story that can every be made into a
motion picture, both because it’s winner is Apartheid South Africa and because the Marxists
lost, but it’s as good a story of prevailing over overwhelming odds as any you’ll find. If you are in
the least interested in military stories about overcoming incredible odds, aren’t unduly triggered
by the above two issues, and can tolerate books with less than stellar writing techniques, you’ll
find a lot of interest here, both for the military story and its insights into the experience of South
African conscripts who find themselves thrown into the fire.”

Ray, “Coming of age story during war. David Mannall has written an excellent first-person
account of a South African Defense Force (SADF) tank commander during Operation Moduler
(November 1987) against Soviet/Cuban supplied FAPLA units in southern Angola, while allied
with Angolan UNITA forces.What the book is really about is the “coming of age” of a young
conscript soldier. Mannall begins the book as a recently graduated high school student, and we
follow him as he goes through basic training and his induction into the SADF. Then, to his
surprise, he’s assigned to an armored car unit on the border, which quickly finds itself in combat
in southern Angola.What makes this a good book, and part of a genre of first person accounts of
war, is the book is told totally from the aspect of an enlisted soldier; his perspective and
experiences. Parts of the book account for a young man’s off time, alcohol, and, of course, his
desire to lose his virginity. But most of the book provides true insight into his army experience in
training and, more importantly, in war. At the same time Mannell provides insight into the SADF
of the time; it’s training, organization, and weaponry, from a soldier’s perspective.His first person
descriptions of what it’s like to be in combat, especially in close combat, helps one to
understand that to a soldier on the ground, in combat, it’s not a neat and organized experience.
Fighting in the African bush meant Mannall could only see the vehicles to his left and right, and
sometimes not even those. There is confusion and a kill-or-be-killed perspective, while feeling
that you’re fighting for your friends – you don’t want to let them down.Although there’s nothing
new in these experiences, his perspective is one that bears repeating. These are the
experiences of any soldier in combat.”



J Hall, “Out-gunned and against largely superior numbers the small South African armoured
units out-maneuvered and .... As a former SADF, conscripted recruit in the early 1970s - I also
served in the Rhodesian Light Infantry in the Rhodesian bush war in the late 1970s. So David
Mannall’s personal account of the ‘Battle on the Lomba’ provides some genuine familiarity for
me – but also a riveting insight into one of the bigger, and largely unknown crucial battles that
took place in Angola between the South Africans - and the Cuban and Russian backed MPLA of
Angola. Out-gunned and against largely superior numbers the small South African armoured
units out-maneuvered and blew away the enemy. Maybe ‘blew away’ is an understatement –
actually crucified the enemy is more like it. Superior South African training, discipline, tactics and
gunmanship won the day. I was living in Durban at the time (1987), and like most of the S.
African public – was blissfully unaware of these events that the SA military was facing which
could eventually have threatened S. Africa itself.The Russians had poured in over $ 1 billion (yes
$ 1 billion in the 1980s) worth of equipment, tanks, arms and MiG combat jets in support of
25,000 Cubans and large numbers of the Angolan MPLA and FNLA troops. The Cuban/Russian
foray into Angola was proven to be largely a failure. Castro had a senior Cuban general executed
for his failure in the advance of the Cuban and MPLA units through southern Angola against the
S. Africans. The Battle on the Lomba was an example of this enemy failure.Some typos and
grammatical errors here and there in the book – but this is insignificant in view of a little known
confrontation. A well told and gripping account of this battle from someone there in the thick of
armoured conflict – that puts the reader there.Well done David.Jeremy Hall (author of Weep for
Africa).”

Hennie Palm, “A well written book about in the South African Defence Force. For the first time I
truly understand what happened in Angola at the battle on the Lomba river. How the SADF
bloodied the superior Angolan, Cuban and Russian might.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Not just soldiers - these fellows were heroes. I have not read such a
moving book for a long time, so much so that six months later I read it a second time. Many "war"
books are filled with gung ho and bravado - but here is one written with disarming honesty and
openness. This little band of extremely brave young men performed nothing short of a miracle.
These were conscripted soldiers - this was not a career of choice, but a function or reality in the
society they lived in. Sure, they were provided probably the best training in the world, but within
weeks of going through unspeakable horrors they were discharged into a society totally ignorant
of what they had been up to and with consequentially no understanding or sympathy. The worst
of all was the "Army" for who they had fought so bravely gave them no support whatsoever and
they had to deal with their demons themselves. Gentlemen - I salute you one and all.”

tone, “Boy's to Men. A great account of this conflict in Angola. Sgt Mannall had to learning fast,
to look after his men. You have to read this.”



Gregory L. Blake, “This is a very detailed account of a battle fought .... This is a very detailed
account of a battle fought in 1987 on the Lomba river Angola between the forces of South Africa
and Angola backed by their Cuban allies. The story is told first person as a series of
recollections by a crew commander of a South African armored vehicle. For anyone interested in
the conflict in Angola during the 1980s and also interested in the nuts and bolts of how one
fights with armored vehicles in that type of environment this book is well worth reading.”

Robert L. Watson, “A historical event, the war between South Africa and .... A historical event,
the war between South Africa and the communist led states to its north. Really virtually unknown
war story which relates to the adventures and actions of one group of conscripts.”

Mephisto, “The Best!. This is one of the best books I have ever read.... it helps if you are South
African though. It's just one cool book..... probably the best I have read. I liked it a lot. The fact
that these guys were basically still kids of 18 or 19 makes it all the more remarkable.”

The book by David Mannall has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 194 people have provided feedback.
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